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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Beyond silicon technology: why spintronics?
The approaching end of Moore’s Law started a decade ago when silicon-transistor
industries were facing the problem to the further miniaturization of chips, which is
associated with the limitations in the feature size and obstacles in the overall design
and manufacturing process [1]. The issues of heat dissipation [2, 3] and quantum
interference are emerging as devices are scaled down and become even more intricate
[4]. The overall problems shift the focus of research and development towards new
architectures for logic devices beyond the current silicon technology.
Spintronics is one proposed approach to computation which removes many of the
obstacles associated with present-day techniques (certainly other limitations will arise
as these new computation methods evolve). At its core, spintronics is essentially a
marriage of magnetic and functional materials and architectures by using both elec-
trical charges and electronic spins to process information, whereas present-day elec-
tronics use only electron charge. By making use of the intrinsic angular momentum
of electrons, spintronics has several advantages over conventional electronics. One of
the most important features is that driving spin-only currents in spintronic devices
doesn’t require charge motion, thus reducing the heat load associated with charge
scattering, i.e. Joule heating. It becomes a challenging task when more heat is gener-
ated from the increasing level of electronic integration and higher clock frequency of
microprocessor chips. Instead, using an external field to control magnetic elements in
spintronic devices can significantly reduce the heat load. Therefore, spintronic devices
have been considered as new computing paradigms having low power consumption and
heat generation during data processing [5].
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1.2 Acoustics, spin waves, and magnonics
Magnonics – an analogue to photonics – is among the most promising realizations
of spintronics in recent years, where spin waves serve as information carriers instead
of charges. In spin-wave-based logic, data processing can be accomplished by ma-
nipulating the phases or amplitude of the propagating spin waves in reconfigurable
structures. For example, magnonic waveguides designed by patterned structures can
modify magnetic landscapes to specify the propagating direction of spin waves [6–9].
By propagating spin wave in materials, however, spin waves experience “friction”
processes. This intrinsic magnetic damping results in a significant attenuation of
spin wave amplitude during propagation, which becomes an obstacle for device de-
velopment [10, 11], suggesting that methods must be developed to boost or amplify
these spin waves for long distance propagation. One possibility for generating or
amplifying spin waves is to utilize acoustic waves. Spin- and acoustic waves such
as Rayleigh Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) have similar energies in the micrometer
to sub-micrometer wavelength range, thus providing a method to use acoustic waves
and their extensive device architectures, to act on the spin of a magnetic material to
implement these functionalities.
The underlying physics of the coupling between elastic and magnetic degrees of
freedom can be understood by the physics of magnetoelastic resonance, which arises
when an externally applied field is used to match a spin wave frequency with that
of an acoustic mode. From the experimental point of view, it should be the notion
that the acoustic waves and spin waves both of which have the wavelengths on the
same scale (about ∼ 1 micrometer in our studies) are nearly degenerate in energy [28].
This effect has been known for a homogeneous magnetically-ordered material since
the 1950s [12]. Therefore, developing a technique to sustain the spin-wave packets
by acoustic actuation would bring a new-to-the-world innovation to the spintronic
advancement.
In recent years, elastic waves have been widely used for characterizing the funda-
mental physical properties of materials as well as nondestructive evaluation (NDE) /
defect examination without destroying the serviceability of the system [13, 14]. The
piezoelectric transducer is one of the most commonly used devices fitted to this posi-
tion, where electrically generated SAW waves transmit through the testing structure
and gathers information by converting the mechanical waves back to an electrical
signal. Owing to these functionalities, transducers serve as convenient platforms to
exploit the coupling of spin degrees of freedom with lattice deformation, which is of the
interest to achieve the control of magnetic properties and spintronic application [15].
However, pushing the limit to high-frequency (GHz-THz) magnetic switching has
become increasingly attractive for the potential spinmechatronics application.
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Acoustic waves in materials can be generated in a number of ways. Of particular
relevance to this thesis, we will use ultrafast optical pulses to generate these acoustics
pulses via impulsive thermal excitation of strain waves. Ultrafast picosecond acoustics
is performed by making use of ultrafast laser excitation of materials, where thermoe-
lastic deformation launches picosecond strain waves that propagate away from the
excitation region [40]. For example, in a tightly focused geometry, a radially expand-
ing, broadband elastic transient will be generated. While this geometry is convenient
and interesting to play with, perhaps the more relevant experimental geometry would
be that of a narrow-band elastic wave propagating in a specified direction, where this
geometry closely mimics what can be achieved with transducer technology, while the
ability to couple to a narrow band spin wave excitation is made easier.
The objective for engineering narrowband elastic waves can be realized by using
optical array techniques [24–26] as well as the resulting thermoelastic interactions.
More specifically, by shaping the laser profile into an array of line sources, the array
reinforces the elastic moduli in a specific direction of propagation with a narrow fre-
quency bandwidth. Transient grating (TG) technique provides the best geometry for
this purpose by creating a standing wave of laser intensity onto an absorbing material,
where the index of refraction of material is sinusoidally modulated and the material
surface is periodically deformed [16–23]. TG excitation launches the elastic waves
with narrow bandwidth and the tunability of fundamental frequency based on the
grating wavelength. Moreover, TG modulation also exhibits a large strain amplitude
that exceeds 10−3 [23] and surpasses those associated with transducers by more than
an order of magnitude [27,28]. Furthermore, the transient grating technique serves as
an efficient way to excite spin waves by an all-optical method. Taking elastic vibration
as an external driven force of a perspective system, the amplification processes can be
intuitively explained by a model of magnetoelastically driven parametric oscillators.
However, the temporally periodic variation of elastic parameters results in the
modulation of magnetic parameters, which makes the coupling process nontrivial to
the current understanding [29]. This phenomena, termed parametric amplification,
has been observed from a variety of wave natures [30–38]. The TG excitation of spin
waves, therefore, has no exception from involving the parametric process. This intri-
cate phenomena during TG measurements can be directly witnessed as a frequency
conversion effect wherein the magnetization precession occurs at sums and differences
of the underlying elastic waves. We also observe the parametric downconversion of
precessional frequencies at half the driving force, a tell-tale sign of parametric effects.
Although parametric process in spin-wave excitation also attract attention as a re-
sult of the induced instability of spin waves and the consideration of the threshold
conditions to launch the nonlinearity of spin waves. Discussions of abovementioned
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fields are beyond the scope of this thesis. Here we only emphasize the particularities
of parametric response whether it can be tuned to accentuate or amplify either the
sum, difference, or parametric resonance frequencies, allowing to explore new novel
properties of spin waves which haven’t been observed yet in the past.
The vast majority of TG applications are focused on engineering elastic waves as a
tool to characterize material properties [39] as well as our recent magnetoelastic stud-
ies [41–43]. Owing to the inhomogeneous heating of TG, however, some anomalous
effects persist in the system, which can’t be explained by considering the interaction
of elastic waves with a uniform magnetic landscape. Instead, we need to incorporate
into our understanding the effect of elastic waves onto a spatially modulated mag-
netic landscape, the latter being inherently generated by the spatial modulation in
the excitation profile.
This latter aspect creates a new magnetic landscape and is capable to form an
’artificial’ material, which we term a transient magnonic crystals (MCs), in analogy
to artificially structured magnetic material. By manipulating the state of TG-induced
MCs, the selective amplification of spin waves allows us to tailor the spectra of spin
waves as well as the phase conjugation of entire crystals, which can be used for
elasto-magnonics integration. In order to understand the mode distribution in the
given geometry, it is necessary to use Plane Wave Method to enumerate magnonic
normal modes, and most importantly is to explore the new physics from the light and
matter interaction.
1.3 Motivation and scope of the thesis
Our research originally started from the exploration of magnetoelasticity in a range
of ferromagnetic materials (nickel, CoFeB and permalloy ) as well as many substrate
systems (glass, sapphire and MgO), using transient grating technique. Over a broad
phase space of materials, resonant amplification can be witnessed wherein elastic
waves drive precessional dynamics [41–43].
Having thoroughly studied the TG-magnetoelastic interaction, we revisit several
anomalies that had been found in our earlier experiments when we examined the
angular coupling strength by rotating the magnetic field around the sample. The
result shows a strong magnetic signal suppression while the external field is oriented to
the angle of ϕ = 30◦. The phenomenology associated with this suppression remained a
mystery for quite some time. Upon further experimentation and theoretical assistance,
we have since determined the cause of this effect, which we propose to be the result
of localization effects of spin waves due to the modulation in the magnetic landscape.
We finally achieved the interpretation of the anomalies by using plane wave method
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(PWM) theory of MCs, in cooperation with the team of Dr. Klos at Adam Mickiewicz
University and the team of Dr. Temnov at University of Le Mans.
In addition to the angular anomaly during the experiments, we also observed
frequency mixings of spin waves. A couple of theories, aiming for an explanation of
the frequency mixing behavior had been proposed by either using nonlinear theories
or simply a linear driven oscillator. We found a promising solution in accordance with
a parametric linear oscillator in the end.
Finally, we considered the magnetoelasticity in permanent gratings, for example, a
nickel nanowire array, where the wires are uniformly excited by ultrafast light pulses.
Precision control techniques allow us to produce wire arrays with a period smaller
than an optical wavelength (400 – 800 nm). Each wire has sharp edges with a rect-
angular cross section, whereas the TG has no clear edge but near-sinusoidal variation
of magnetization. The peculiarity of the wire study is that, while the wire is fine
enough, a nanowire’s spin wave spectrum shows two clear branches for low angles
of the magnetic field. This effect can be attributed to the excitation of edge-mode
or bulk-mode spin wave whose properties are fundamentally important for the newly
proposed paradigms of magnonic waveguides [44,45].
The thesis consists of the following chapters with a brief overview below:
• Chapter 2 is an introductory chapter with more detail about the theories and
experimental techniques in our research. The discussion starts from the expla-
nation of magnetoelasticity, and continues with the exploration of parametric
excitations of spin waves. It ends up with an experimental overview of a tran-
sient grating pump-probe technique which combines diffraction and Faraday
rotation spectroscopies. At the end of this chapter, we also abridge the physics
which is going to be applied in the following chapters including the concept of
TG-induced magnonic crystal, the parametric excitation of spin waves and the
observation of localized spin waves in magnetic nanowires.
• Chapter 3 demonstrates the excitation and elastic actuation of localized dipolar
spin wave modes in an optically-induced magnonic crystal. Spatially-sinusoidal
ultrafast optical excitation modulates the magnetic parameters and simultane-
ously launches narrowband elastic waves which drive precessional motion via
inverse magnetostriction. Anomalies in the angular dependence of the magne-
toelastic interaction reveal spin wave localization effects. Calculations of the
spin wave normal modes in a laterally varying magnetization landscape eluci-
date the localization tendencies, while an estimation of the elastic to spin wave
mode excitation cross section qualitatively explains the experimental findings.
• Chapter 4 reports features of frequency mixing of spin waves while the nickel
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films are impulsively excited by transient gratings. We witness second harmonic
generation, sum- and difference frequency mixing from two distinct elastic fre-
quencies, as well as excitations of parametric resonances. Starting from the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equations, we derive an analytic equation of an elasti-
cally driven parametric oscillator and show that frequency mixing is dominated
by the parametric modulation of the linear FMR oscillator.
• Chapter 5 extends our idea to permanent grating systems. We first investigate
the magnetoelastic coupling strength in nickel nanowires, excited by a single
pump pulse and biased at an external field at various directions. We also se-
lectively excite either the center or edge spin waves modes by controlling the
applied field strength. Numerical simulations overlay with the experimental
results to quantify the dispersion of these two modes.
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Time-resolved Faraday rotation spectroscopy in the transient grating geometry in-
volves the optical excitation near-surface acoustic waves and their subsequent resonant
excitation of spin waves via magnetoelastic (ME) coupling. As such, this approach
provides a unique manner in which to study the dynamical interplay between spin
and acoustic waves in ferromagnetic thin film. In this chapter we describe the basic
theoretical concepts required to understand magnetoelastic coupling and detail the
experimental technique and optical layout. The latter section includes the transient
grating pump-probe layout, the scheme of detecting individually the structural and
magnetic responses and finally the design of a homemade electromagnet required to
enable and measure the resonant interaction between between spins and mechanical
deformations.
2.1 Magnetoelasticity
All ferromagnetic materials are subject to magnetoelastic effects, where structural
deformations of the sample results in modifications of the orientation or amplitude of
the sample magnetization. This effect occurs to a larger or lesser degree for different
materials. Coupling between structure and magnetization has proven to be a techno-
logically important aspect, for example, being an integral component of early model
acoustic transducers for SONAR. Similarly, the inherent coupling between structure
and magnetization can be used as a control paradigm for magnetic actuation.
In the static regime, the coupling between elasticity and magnetization can be
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accomplished by the growth of an active magnetoelastic material on a well-chosen
substrate such as a a piezoelectric crystal, wherein the magnetic ground state of the
former is altered under deformation of the latter. At quasi DC and low frequen-
cies this functionality has been termed “straintronics”, as has been demonstrated
in a variety of architectures based on elastic transducers [1–3]. Extending these ef-
fects to ever higher frequencies will allow controllable, multi-directional elastic actua-
tion of material magnetization and domain wall motion, translating the ’straintronic’
paradigm into the multi-Gigahertz regime and heralding efficient structural control of
magnetism. Recent reports have shown linear magnetoelastic coupling effects where
magnetization precession occurs at the same frequency as the underlying elastic wave.
In time-resolved measurements this can be witnessed directly, while in time-integrated
measurements it can be deduced indirectly. In order to have high speed control of
magnetization beyond linear magnetoelastic interactions, it requires efficient coupling
between elasticity and magnetization, as well as large amplitude elastic deformations.
The latter aspect has been difficult to achieve using elastic transducer technologies.
Optical techniques can bypass this limitation by thermoelastically generating large
amplitude strain profiles. In a series of recent measurements [7–9], we have imple-
mented the ultrafast optical transient grating technique to demonstrate the excitation
of multiple magneto-elastic excitations that propagate along the surface of a mag-
netic thin film. In these experiments, suitable substrate materials could be chosen
such that thermoelastically generated stresses result in large strain amplitude elastic
waves, while the coupling strength between the elastic deformation and the magneti-
zation could also be tuned by adjusting the angle between the static magnetization
and the optically excited wavevector of the elastic wave. In our measurements, we
estimate the strain amplitude to exceed 10−3 [11].
2.1.1 Theoretical considerations
The theoretical framework of magnetoelasticity starts with the macrospin approx-
imation [4], assuming the magnetization of the ferromagnetic thin film is spatially
uniform with saturation value Ms (we will augment this description in later sections).
We thus consider a film geometry as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The film is illuminated by
a transient grating (TG) whose wavevector k is along the x direction, while the static
magnetization M points at some in plane angle ϕ, dictated by the in-plane applied
magnetic field H.
Consider an equilibrium state of magnetization, where the total energy is station-
ary. That is, in the formulation of thermodynamics, the variation of free energy U
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Figure 2.1: Film, field, magnetization and transient grating geometry for magnetoe-
lastic analysis. The vectors (x, y, z) in the coordinate system are spanned by the
direction of TG wavevector k in the plane, assuming xˆ ‖ k. The in-plane applied
field angle ϕ relative to x-axis is denoted by ϕ. The total magnetization vector M
lies in the plane, precessing under influence of the external magnetic field H and the
corresponding driving force τ .




UdV = 0 (2.1)
Here we simply skip the discussion about the generalization of equation of motion for
the magnetization. The corresponding derivation can be refereed to the work in [20].
We then obtain the generalized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation,
dM
dt
= −γµ0 (M×Heff) + α (M× dM
dt
). (2.2)
where γ and α are the gyromagnetic ratio and Gilbert damping parameter, respec-
tively. The time-dependent effective magnetic field Heff(t) is defined by





We first discuss the influence of acoustic wave on the magnetization in term of free
energy density F = U/V . For a ferromagnetic thin film, the total free energy density
has the form of
F = F 0 + F me. (2.4)
where F 0 denotes the magnetostatic component and F me represents the magnetoe-
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lastic contribution to the system energy [3, 5, 12,13].
In the magnetostatic regime, F 0 consists of the following terms:
F 0 = −µ0H ·m +Bdm2z +Bu(m · u)2 − µ0Hex ·m. (2.5)
where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and m = M/Ms is the unit magnetization vector
(by normalizing the total magnetization vector M with respect to the saturation
magnetization Ms) with the components {mx, my, mz}. The first term, −µ0H ·m,
describes the Zeeman energy density of the system under the influence of an externally
applied magnetic field H. The second term, Bdm
2
z, is the magnetostatic energy density
with spontaneous magnetization from the shape anisotropy of material geometry [20].
In a ferromagnetic thin film, the demagnetization factor Bd can be simplified as
µ0Ms/2. The third term Bu(m ·u)2 describes the energy density of uniaxial in-plane
anisotropy. For a polycrystalline nickel film, we neglect this term since Bu is relative
small compared to the other contribution. The final term, −µ0 Hex ·m is the exchange
energy density stored in the given structure. The exchange interaction rises from
the coupling between neighbor spins, which was first described by Heisenberg model
in quantum mechanisms [19]. In homogeneous material, the exchange field µ0Hex
coming from the inhomogeneities of elastic modulation can be assessed by taking the
vector Laplacian on the magnetization m in Cartesian coordinates {x, y, z}, namely,










where Ds is the exchange stiffness [15, 17]. The preceding discussion on the mag-
netostatic contributions dictate the magnetic ground state configuration of a chosen
experimental configuration. We expect that for polycrystalline films several tens
of nanometers thick, that the dominant magnetostatic contribution will be a shape
anisotropy (i.e. the demagnetizing term), ensuring that the thin film is an easy plane
magnetization geometry, i.e. the magnetization will lie in the plane of the sample. To
the extent there are no in-plane anisotropies, we then expect the magnetization will
point in the direction of an in-plane applied magnetic field. This is certainly the case
for a material such as Ni and less so for CoFeB we show in Chapter 3. This latter
sample exhibits a uniaxial in-plane anisotropy of an as-yet unknown origin.
Now we discuss the interaction of elastic waves with the sample magnetization,
which is dictated by the second term, Fme, which is given by:







+ 2b2(εxymxmy + εxzmxmz + εyzmymz)
(2.7)
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where b1 and b2 is the magnetoelastic coupling constant and {εxx, εyy, εzz, εxy, εxz,
εyz} are strain components [13]. For the elastic waves we study here, only a few of
these strain terms are relevant. In particular, we’ll discuss later in the chapter that
our excitation scheme will generate two distinct elastic waves, namely the Rayleigh
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) and the Surface Skimming Longitudinal Wave (SSLW),
which we arbitrarily decide to propagate along the x-direction. For the former elastic
wave the active strain components will be εxx, εxz and, εzz, while the latter only has
εxx. Furthermore, it is known that for a SAW wave on a semi-infinite slab, the largest
strain component in the near-surface region is εxx. To the best of our knowledge this
is the only strain term that is active in our system, and therefore in our forthcoming
discussions we only consider this term when considering how the elastic waves couple
to the magnetization, resulting in a magnetoelastic energy density of F me:
F me = b1m
2
x εxx(t). (2.8)
In order to describe the TG-induced magnetization dynamics in the given ge-




= −γµ0 (m×Heff) + α (m× dm
dt
). (2.9)
where γ and α are the gyromagnetic ratio and Gilbert damping parameter, respec-
tively. Again, the effective magnetic field is given by:





To solve the LLG equation in a Cartesian coordinate system, based on the exper-
imental geometry, we only consider the external magnetic field H is applied in the
sample plane with an angle ϕ relative to the x direction. By substituting the free en-
ergy equation (2.8) into the equation (2.10), we obtain all the x, y and z components
of the effective magnetic field Heff(t):






where the strain component εxx = ε
SAW
xx (t) + ε
SSLW
xx (t) is time dependent. And the
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where {mxd, myd, mzd} denote small variation of the magnetization from equilibrium.























− (my − αmxmz)Heff,x − α(m2x +m2y)Heff,z
]
(2.13)
We then substitute the equations (2.11) and (2.12) into the equation (2.13),
whence the numerical solution of the simultaneous equations can be computed by
using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method (denoted RKF45). The initial conditions for
the time-varying magnetization corresponding to the equilibrium orientation is cho-
sen as mx(0) = cosϕ, my(0) = sinϕ, and mz(0) = 0. The numerical solution of the
magnetoelastic coupling evidences the same behavior as experimental results. The
comparison of these two things will be shown in Chapter 4.
2.1.2 ME coupling strength: what is measured?
We have discussed the dynamical interplay between acoustic strain and magnetization
and the numerical solution of magnetoelasticity in the last section. In the following
section, we are going to link the phenomenological theory to the Faraday rotation
measurement from the experimental point of view. The coupling strength of mag-
netoelasticity between TG-induced elasticity and magnetization can be qualitatively
evaluated by examining the elastically driven torque τ acting on the magnetization.
As is described in equation (2.2), here we ignore the damping term for simplicity. The




= −γµ0 (m×Heff). (2.14)
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And the magnetization lying in the sample plane is given by:
m = xˆmx + yˆ my. (2.16)
By taking the cross product between equation (2.16) and (2.15), we can rewrite the








x εxx(t) sinϕ cosϕ
]
. (2.17)
Equation (2.17) shows the TG-induced magnetoelastic coupling is highly anisotropic
and the signal strength exhibits a four-fold symmetry (sin (2ϕ)) while the magnet is
rotated around the sample normal and repeats itself every 90◦ of rotation. The sys-
tem shows uncoupling between acoustics and magnetization when H ‖ k or H ⊥ k
(ϕ = 0◦ or 90◦), where k is the propagation direction of acoustic waves. Conversely,
the coupling reaches the maximum when ϕ = 45◦, 135◦, 225◦ and 315◦. Moreover,
the torque acting on the magnetization tends to reverses its direction as H crosses
with a small angle (plus and minus) in the vicinity of either ϕ = 0◦ or 90◦ axis. It
therefore reflects to a phase flipping of magnetization precession by pi.
Furthermore, the equation (2.17) shows that the TG-induced magnetization vari-
ation results in a torque that initiates the magnetization precession by pushing the
magnetic moment out of the sample plane. The precessional motion thus has a com-
ponent along the sample normal and can be easily detected with light normal incident
onto the surface. Faraday rotation spectroscopy where only mz gives a nonzero con-
tribution in detection [14], would be the best fit for magnetoelastic studies. The
corresponding demonstration has been carried out in our previous work [8, 10], and
the experimental details will be discussed in the section 2.2.1.
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2.2 Experimental setup and techniques
Our approach to study magnetoelasticity in ferromagnetic materials is realized by
ultrafast magneto-acoustics and transient grating techniques. Using transient grat-
ing techniques, it allows us to generate narrowband and directional elastic waves on
the sample surface which can couple to the magnetization via magnetoelastic inter-
action. The resulting effect of structural and magnetic response would be detected
separately by two separate techniques: (1) diffraction spectroscopy measures the op-
tically induced structural deformations; (2) Faraday rotation spectroscopy measures
the concomitant magnetic dynamics. Our previous works has demonstrated the first
application of transient grating to study magnetoelasticity [7–9].
In the following section, we will divide our discussions into three parts: the tran-
sient grating technique, transient diffraction spectroscopy, and Faraday rotation spec-
troscopy.
2.2.1 Transient grating technique
The development of transient grating (TG) technique originally started from the
analogous geometry of the degenerating four-wave mixing (DFWM) as an enhanced-
sensitivity molecular probe to study molecular dynamics in gas-phase systems [22–25].
The excellent spatial resolution which is defined by grating spacing further extends
its feasibility to characterize various transport properties such as the in-plane elastic
and thermal and diffusion parameters in functional systems [26, 27]. Recent studies
also suggest that TG is suited for the implementation with extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
light source as an element-selective or surface-sensitive probing technique in functional
materials [28–30]. In spintronic application, TG techniques enable optical excitation
of narrowband spin waves by accessing the magnetoelastic properties of materials as
well as parametric processes [7–9,31].
The basic idea of transient grating geometry is depicted in Fig. 2.2. Two crossed
light pulses (in blue) are spatially and temporally overlapped to form an interference
light field on the sample surface. The light field then interacts with the material
through absorption and subsequent thermalization processes. The imposed excita-
tion pattern persists in the material for a characteristic timescale. For example, if
one probes electronic properties, the electron energy will be spatially modulated for
a time period associated with electron-electron scattering, electron-phonon scatter-
ing, or electronic diffusion timescales, depending on the material in question. These
timescales are generally measured in femtoseconds to picoseconds. If, on the other
hand, one probes the spatially modulated sample temperature, as we are doing here,
then these timescales generally persist for many nanoseconds if not microseconds.
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Figure 2.2: The concept of transient grating geometry with a 60nm nickel film on
glass substrate. The grating is generated by two crossed pump beams (in blue),
which intersect with an angle ϕ. The light field is absorbed by material, leading to a
spatially periodic modulation on and into the film and substrate. The peak-to-peak
space, which is marked by Λ, indicates a grating period of the modulation. The initial
thermal profile is shown by the color scale with cold and hot regions. An angle probe
pulse (in red), which is temporally delayed relative to the grating constituent pulse, is
incident upon the grating. The probe is then diffracted off the grating in the direction
of transmission and reflection. Both transmission and reflection diffraction record the
surface displacement by monitoring the grating relaxation dynamics. The transmitted
probe beam goes into the magnetic detection by analyzing the polarization rotation
of the light.
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Figure 2.3: A snapshot of light interference grating contrast (Λ =13 µm) from a CCD
camera at sample position. The full width of the beam at half its maximum intensity
(FWHM) is about 400 µm.
Experimentally, the grating periodicity, Λ, is generated on the sample by crossing







where λ indicates pump wavelength. We can visualize this interference pattern sep-
arately by replacing the sample with CCD camera, which is shown in Fig. 2.3 for a
coarse grating period. When performing an experiment it is this optical interference
pattern that is imposed onto the sample surface. Subsequent to the excitation of the
sample, a delayed probe pulse (in red) is incident upon the grating region at which
point several processes can occur. For the parts relevant to this thesis, one process
that can occur is that the probe can diffract from the spatial corrugation of the sam-
ple surface. This spatial corrugation results from the spatially periodic excitation
pattern, and subsequent thermalization processes that heat the sample with the same
or similar spatial periodicity as the pump excitation. A portion of probe beam in-
tensity is diffracted off the grating in transmission and reflection. The evolution of
surface displacement from acoustic waves can be measured by monitoring the change
of diffraction intensity. The detail of diffraction spectroscopy will be discussed in
section 2.2.3.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic on the top-left corner shows the layout for transient grating
arrangement, which is surrounded with a setup photo. Femtosecond pulses are gen-
erated in a Ti:Sapphire amplifier and split into pump and probe. A translation stage
is added to the pump arm to control the time delay between pump and probe. Pump
pulses are doubled to 400 nm by a BBO crystal. Both pump and probe pulses are
focus onto a phase mask (PM), diffracted into several order of diverse beams. The
first order of two pump pulses are imaged onto the sample surface, generating tran-
sient grating and launching acoustic wave propagating on the surface. Probe pulses
are further analyzed by Faraday rotation detector to “visualize” the time evolution
of magnetic dynamics. Aside from the magnetic detection, acoustic mode can be
directly characterized by detecting the transient diffraction from the periodic modu-
lation of the sample at a specific angle. An electromagnetic magnet is added around
the sample in order to tune the magnetic properties by applying an external magnetic
field.
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2.2.2 Pump-probe measurement technique
Fig. 2.4 depicts the layout of the transient grating pump-probe setup, the front end
of which is an amplified Ti-sapphire laser system operating at 1 kHz repetition rate,
nominally 120 fs pulse duration and 5 mJ maximum energy per pulse. The output
pulse train enters the experimental apparatus and is first split to make pump and
probe pulses. The pump and probe beam are individually manipulated to create a
time delay between two pulses and brought together at the sample position for the
measurements. In our setup, the pump pulse travels a variable time, allowing us to
measure the sample response over a certain time window. The time delay, ∆t, is
adjusted by using a cube-corner retroreflector (RR) on a linear translational stage
in the pump beam. The maximum time delay in our setup is about 8 ns, which is
achieved by an optical double-passing configuration. However, some systematic errors,
i.e., the beam pointing deviation on the sample, would happen since the effective
distance of the stage delay is over 2 meters long. Precision alignment of the beam
with the stage motion must be taken while doing the double-passing alignment.
The probe pulses are strongly attenuated down to the power level of micro Joules
after transmitting through the neutral density filter (ND, OD = 3), polarizing atten-
uator (λ/2 and PC) and beam truncating iris (A1). The polarizing attenuator offers
precision control of laser power in order to keep the probe intensity the same through-
out the course of measurements; the beam truncating iris decreases the dimension of
probe spot in order to remove laser-induced system noise during the Faraday rotation
measurements. The appearance of such noise is ascribed to undesirable probe scat-
tering through the defects of optical elements, i.e., tiny damage on a ND filter or the
sample film, occurring when the laser beam pointing is slightly vibrating. Our veri-
fication shows that reducing the probe spot size can significantly reduces the system
noise simply by adding an iris to truncate the probe laser beam.
The pump pulses are frequency doubled to λ = 400nm by a thin BBO crystal (z-
cut, θ = 90◦). The architecture of dual-color pump-probe approach provides crucial
advantages over a single color scheme with a high rejection of diffusely scattered pump
light and the significant noise reduction for measurements. In this dual-color setup,
we therefore adopt spatial and color filters to avoid the pump contamination. We
position a series of 760 nm longpass color filters behind the sample in the optical path
of probe beam, and further establish a set of collimated-pinhole-tube system in the
front of each detector.
Both pump and probe are gently focused by the lenses L1 (f = 1 m) and L2 (f =
0.75 m) respectively onto the phase mask (PM). The pump beam is synchronously
chopped by a mechanical chopper at a frequency of 500 Hz for the lock-in reference.
Next, the pump and probe beam are horizontally made (nearly) parallel with each
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other after the M5 mirror, and both of them are further overlapped onto the phase
mask (PM). The phase mask, which is shown in Fig. 2.5, is made of a precision-
etched, square profile into quartz glass. The groove profile of the phase mask is
manufactured by Toppan Photomasks Company, optimizing the 1st order diffraction
efficiency for 400nm pump wavelength (suppressing the diffraction into the zero order)
by controlling the etch depth.
After the mask, pump and probe beam are diffracted into multiple orders and
spatially filtered such that only the (m = ±1) orders of the pump and the direct
beam of the probe are allowed to pass. The beams fall onto a concave mirror (SM,
f = 15 cm), which relay images the phase mask onto the sample surface. However,
since only the (m = ±1) orders are used in imaging, the spatial profile imparted
onto the sample is a sinusoidal pattern, the fundamental spatial frequency of the
square profile phase mask. This imaging system serves as a simple and fast way to
ensure that the wave front of two pump pulses arrive at the sample at the same time
and same position [32], while also ensuring that the interference pattern exhibits full
fringe visibility across the entire aperture of the beam. The periodicity imposed on




where d is the phase mask periodicity and M represents the magnification factor of
the imaging system. A wide range phase mask periods from 5.5 to 18 µm on the
rectangular glass can be selected for different beam-splitting angles, allowing us to
change the incident angle of the pump beams so as to the change of TG periodicity
for measurements. Taking the magnification factorM = 0.4 and the narrowest mask
d = 5.5µm into account, the characteristics of the shortest transient grating in our
system is Λ = 1.1µm on the sample surface.
The final task for completing the TG alignment is to accurately overlap all three
beams on the sample surface (two pump beams, one probe beam). We first place
a CCD camera at the sample position (the sample holder needs to be removed) to
monitor the beam profile. For course gratings, the spatial periodicity can be seen
explicitly as shown in Fig. 2.3. By adjusting the camera position near the sample
location, we find the position along the beam propagation direction where the two
pump beams overlap. We mark the position of probe on the CCD image and move
those overlapped pumps to have the pumps overlapped with the probe by adjusting
M5 mirror. Having done the above-mentioned preliminary overlapping, the camera
is removed and the sample is returned. The sample position is adjusted along the
beam propagation direction to achieve the optimum grating profile by monitoring the
pump-probe signal. Measured by the CCD image at the sample position, the pump
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Figure 2.5: The phase mask (PM) is the key component of transient grating setup to
split and diffract the pump beam into each side in multiple orders. The rectangular
glass in this picture consists a range of binary phase mask from 5.5 to 18 µm. From
the left to the right, the finer the grating structure, the more clear the emerging
coloration will be seen when visible light is dispersed from the phase mask.
spot size has a diameter of 400 µm and the probe spot about 50 µm. The size of the
probe averages over many periods of the grating contrast. The average pump fluence
that we normally use is 5 mJ/cm2.
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Figure 2.6: Optical layout of diffraction detection with a transient grating (in blue) at
sample position. The probe beam (in red) is incident with an angle and overlapped
on the grating area. The spatial origin of the first-order diffracted light (in light
red) is shown for both the reflected and the transmitted geometries of diffraction.
Two silicon PIN diodes are positioned separately to collect the intensity of diffraction
signals. The signals are fed into the separate digital signal processor (DSP) lock-
in amplifiers (Model SR830, Stanford Research) for the acquisition of time-resolved
diffraction spectroscopy.
2.2.3 Time-resolved transient diffraction spectroscopy
As mentioned above, one process that occurs when probe light impinges onto the
sample surface in a TG experiment is that light can diffract. The diffraction can
be caused for example by the surface corrugation associated with the lateral spatial
modulation of sample temperature. The spectroscopy consists of an optical transient
grating generation, pump-probe data acquisition capabilities, and most importantly,
light diffraction detection for measuring the time evolution of elastic vibration. This
technique has been developed over the past decade with extensive studies of material
properties in a wide range of application [25,26,34].
Impulsive heating from TG periodically modulates the material surface via rapid
thermalization processes, which in turns generates thermoelastic stress of material.
The heated region expands with the local speed of sound of material, launching acous-
tic wave propagating along the gradient of the temperature profile. On the time scale
of several tens to one hundred picoseconds narrow band surface-propagating acoustic
waves are generated and can be monitored for several nanoseconds all the way up
to microseconds in some cases. The acoustic deformations perturbs the complex in-
dex of refraction and morphology of the material, which results in a time-dependent
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variation in the intensity of diffracted light from the sample surface. The measured
frequency fm corresponding to the ratio between the speed of sound v and the grating





Knowing the spatial periodicity of excitation and the measured frequency, the elastic
velocity and therefore elastic constants can be monitored through the diffraction of
probe beam. There are further complications that arise here with regard to the
measured frequency, but they are not relevant to our experiments on magnetoelastics.
Diffraction of light can occur in both reflection and the transmission geometries as
shown in Fig. 2.6, and each detector configuration is sensitive to different dynamical
processes. Two silicon PIN diodes are placed separately to receive the light diffraction
in both reflection and transmission.
A representative transient diffraction experiment is performed by imposing a
Λ = 2.1µm grating on a 40 nm Nickel thin film deposited on a glass substrate.
The temporal responses for two configurations of transient diffraction are shown in
Fig. 2.7: (a) from reflection and (b) from transmission. Their corresponding spec-
tra are displayed in (c) and (d), where we instructively identify two representative
acoustic modes, Rayleigh Surface Acoustic Waves (SAWs) and Surface Skimming
Longitudinal Waves (SSLWs).
When the acoustic response is detected by the diffraction in reflection, the domi-
nant contribution to the signal is given by the SAWs, which give rise to the “ripple”
modulation of the material surface [33]. The peculiarity of SAWs is that they are
eigenwaves of the system and thence have low energy dissipation, whose energy is
perfectly confined near the surface. As such we monitor a long damping time for
these waves. On the contrary, when the acoustic response is detected in transmission,
the dominant signal is SSLW, which is a bulk longitudinal wave that travels within an
effective depth underneath the surface [34, 35]. Whereas SAW is the wave traveling
along the surface, SSLW is not a surface-bound wave in this strict sense, and thus
significant energy leaks away from the active film. For more discussions of SAW and
SSLW properties, we refer the interested reader to the references [16,36–39].
Therefore, the differences of the respective modes appear in both the different
lifetime and frequencies. In this figure, the SSLW shows a rapid decay and higher
frequency (2.97 GHz), whereas the SAW has lower frequency (1.62 GHz) and much
lower damping rate. It should be mentioned that, in SSLW measurements (diffraction
in transmission), the acoustic field yields much smaller signals than in SAW (diffrac-
tion in reflection). Because their elastic deformations of the surface are different, in
that SAW exhibits a strong surface deformation that is absent from SSLW, which is
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Figure 2.7: Time-resolved transient diffraction spectroscopy from a 40 nm thick nickel
film on soda lime glass with a excitation of 2.1 µm grating. (a) and (b) show transient
diffraction in reflection and transmission respectively without background removal.
Their corresponding FFT amplitudes are shown in (c) and (d). The diffraction in
reflection exhibits a lower oscillation mode at 1.62 GHz, which corresponds to the
surface deformation of Rayleigh surface acoustic wave (SAW). In transmission, it
shows a higher mode at 2.97 GHz identified as surface skimming longitudinal waves
(SSLW).
clearly discerned between these two optical configurations.
Owing to the distinct properties of SAW and SSLW, we can describe their dynam-
ics explicitly:
εSAWxx (t) = εxx1 cos(kx) cos(ωSAWt) (2.21)
εSSLWxx (t) = εxx2 cos(kx) cos(ωSSLWt)/t. (2.22)
where εxx1 and εxx2 are initial strain amplitude of SAW and SSLW, respectively.
We have chosen to use the form for SAW since this excitation persists for long time
windows, while we observe that the SSLW excitation is highly damped and thus we
take a function form to include this damping. The exact nature and validation of
these functional forms has been reported in the work [34].
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Figure 2.8: The schematic of Faraday rotation detection consists of a λ/2 waveplate
and a Wollaston prism for adjusting and splitting the polarized light into the balanced
detector. We employ differential connection accomplish the balance subtraction. A
rotatable electromagnet is placed around the sample to apply a magnetic field and
tune the magnetoelastic coupling strength.
2.2.4 Time-resolved Faraday rotation spectroscopy
In order to access the magnetization dynamics, we combine the TG pump-probe setup
with a magneto-optical (MO) spectroscopy. A static magnetic field is also required
to initiate the magnetic state of the sample.
MO spectroscopy measures the change in the light polarization as a result of
applied magnetic field or sample magnetization. More accurately, the appearance
of magnetic field in material results in a change of the complex dielectric constant,
which makes the indices of refraction for left- and right-circularly polarized light
unequal. This magnetically induced circular birefringence manifests in the rotation of
linearly polarized light, and is termed magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) or Faraday
effect [40] depending on either a reflection or transmission geometry respectively.
In this thesis, we utilize Faraday spectroscopy where the measurement takes place
by the transmission of light through the sample. Here we provide two practical reasons
explaining why Faraday spectroscopy is favorable in TG setup. The first reason is
that it’s a handy way to take a measurement with the light in transmission. Since
the light in transmission has less beam-pointing deviation than in reflection, it makes
the alignment of balance detection simple and robust after replacing a new testing
sample. The second reason is that measuring the out-of-plane magnetization change
Mz is straightforward by measuring the Faraday rotation. Considering a linearly
polarized light beam at normal incidence into a magnetized material, the polarization
will be rotated by an angle of Θ due to the magnetization component of Mz in the
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film, where the direction of magnetization and the beam propagation direction are
colinear. As we discussed before, the initial torque direction imparted by the elastic
field onto the magnetization is along the sample normal, namely Mz, and thus will
appear in a Faraday measurement. For a transient state of magnetization, the angle
of an induced polarization rotation can be described in terms of various parameters:
Θ(t) = V lMz(t) (2.23)
where V is a Verdet constant and l is the optical path length. Since Faraday spec-
troscopy is sensitive to Mz [14], it is ideally suited to the magnetoelastic studies with
the TG excitation where the maximum variation of magnetization appears in the
z-direction.
To measure the light polarization of the probe after propagating through the sam-
ple we utilize a conventional optical bridge configuration. By this scheme, photocur-
rent noise from the fluctuation of laser intensity can be efficiently canceled, leading
to an enhanced polarization sensitivity in measurements [41]. The basic setup of the
Faraday rotation spectroscopy is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Here we utilize a Wollaston
prism to split the linearly polarized probe beam into two spatially separated com-
ponents with the polarization orthogonal to each other. The intensities of these two
components are registered by two identical photodiodes. The photocurrent from these
two photodiodes is subtracted by the differential circuit which is a built-in function
(A-B input channel) of the lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830). The differen-
tial signal is further read out and averaged with the lock-in amplifier which digitizes
and records the signal for each mechanical delay step. A half-wave plate (λ/2) is
placed in front of the prism with the fast axes aligned at 45◦ with respect to the
optical axes of prism. Fine adjustment of the half-wave plate is necessary in order to
make the differential signal zero before taking a measurement. While monitoring the
state of magnetization by the pump-probe spectroscopy, the output signal from the
balanced detection is the quantity of interest which is termed time-resolved Faraday
rotation spectroscopy.
Fig. 2.9(a) depicts the sample arrangement with a TG pattern and poles of elec-
tromagnet. The magnetic field angle ϕH is an important experimental parameter,
defined by the field direction relative to the periodicity of transient grating. A home-
built electromagnet, shown in (b), is able to ramp continuously from full positive field
to full negative field or a polarity switching at zero crossing, and is capable to be
rotated around the sample normal. The heavy magnet is amounted on a hollow rota-
tional stage, and is water cooled. A current-controlled bipolar power supply provides
a precision control of driving current against the resistance variation from the heat
dissipation. The maximum output current is 2A, and correspondingly the maximum
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Figure 2.9: The left figure shows the optical and electromagnet arrangement around
the sample. Two ultrafast pulses interfere at the sample surface (blue, pump) to gen-
erate a sinusoidal temperature profile and launch narrow-band counter-propagating
surface acoustic waves. An external magnetic field is applied in plane at a variable
angle ϕH relative to the periodicity of transient grating. The probe measures the
normal incidence Faraday signal (red, probe), averaging over many periods of the
induced temperature profile. Beam diameter and grating period not drawn to scale.
And the setup photo is shown on the right-hand side.
magnetic field is about 1500 G. A transverse Hall effect sensor (LakeShore HGT-1010)
is attached on one magnet pole, measuring the field strength on the pole face. Since
the distribution of field strength within the gap is not uniform, the calibrated field
strength in the center is about 13% less than on the pole face. The sample is mounted
on an X-Y-Z translational stage, and can be moved around in the middle of the gap.
Fig. 2.10 shows a representative data set of a Faraday rotation spectroscopy where
the sample of 40 nm nickel film is excited by a transient grating of 1.1 µm while a
magnetic field is applied in the sample plane at the angle ϕ = 60◦ relative to the
grating period. In the left panel (a), a series of pump-probe time traces at various
applied fields are Fast-Fourier transformed into frequency domain and their amplitude
are plotted as a function of fields. The elastically driven frequencies, SAW and SSLW,
denoted by the horizontal dash lines, exhibit a nontrivial response. It is clear there
are certain applied fields under which the amplitude of the magnetization precession
is increases drastically. These are the regions where the elastic and magnetic degrees
of freedom resonantly interact, and we are able to drive large amplitude precessional
dynamics using elastic waves. The exact nature of the spin waves that are elasti-
cally excited are the main focus of this thesis and will be described in subsequent
chapters. However, as a general guideline we overlay a Kittel formula for the ferro-
magnetic resonance (FMR) to show that the precession amplitude is closely tied to
this phenomenon.
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Figure 2.10: (a) FFT spectrum of the Faraday rotation traces by applying a 1.1
µm grating for a range of in-plane field. The acoustic frequency, SAW and SSLW,
denoted by the horizontal dash line, exhibits a nontrivial response. The reemergence
of oscillation amplitude coincides with the frequency of the ferromagnetic resonance
(solid line), which elucidates a resonant coupling of the elastic wave to the magnetic
precession. The right panel shows the representative timetraces at the resonance field
of SAW (± 140 G) and SSLW (± 500 G). The relative precessional phases can be
understood within the framework of the magnetoelastic interaction.
The FMR curve can be described by the Kittel formula fFMR = γ
√
H(H +Ms)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and Ms is the saturation magnetization. The phe-
nomenology of these four resonances is contained in Fig. 2.10(b), where we compare
the temporal magnetic evolution at respective resonance fields, ± 140 G and ± 500 G.
For these traces, a suitable background has been subtracted. Since the resonance fields
for SAW and SSLW are different, herein the corresponding precession frequencies are
different. The other notable difference is that the magnetic damping rate is different,
which is mediated by the characteristics of underlying acoustic waves. Finally, the
shape of the magnetic precession is drastically different. The maximum amplitude of
precession happens earlier in time for the SSLW resonance.
Fig. 2.10(b) also shows the nearly identical oscillation amplitudes and phases of
magnetization precession while switching the polarity of the magnetic field, which can
be understood by considering the applied torque induced by magnetoelastic coupling.
The elastically generated torque ∂Mz/∂t, exerted on the magnetization in the out-of-
plane direction, originates from the coupling of the in-plane strain εxx to the in-plane
components of magnetization. The expression of magnetoelastic driven torque can be








x εxx(t) sinϕ cosϕ
]
.
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Reversing the direction of the field also reverses the magnetization: mx → −mx.
However, the magnetoelastic torque direction and therefore the precessional direction
remain unchanged due to the quadratic term of magnetization m2x.
2.2.5 Experimental approaches on magnetic nanowires
Figure 2.11: The periodic structure of nickel wires produces multiple orders of diffrac-
tion which is associated with the interference of light through the multiple wire slits.
One can characterize the underlying surface acoustic waves after the excitation by
measuring the temporal intensity evolution of one of diffractions. In our study, we
measure the acoustic wave from 500 nm wires via the first-order diffraction.
The setup used for studying magnetoelastic dynamics in magnetic nanowires is
based on the same platform of TG experiments (see Fig. 2.4) but sightly different
geometry with single pump excitation. For doing so, we simply block one of the two
diffractional pumps and double the fluence of the other in order to maintain the same
pulse energy (5 mJ/cm2) as we applied in TG experiments. We first study the struc-
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tural dynamics of nanowire by the implemented transient diffraction spectroscopy.
Herein the schematics of excitation geometry and diffractional spectroscopic tech-
nique can be depicted as Fig. 2.11, where the multiple orders of light diffraction are
produced from the interference of laser field with wire slits. For the ease of illustra-
tion, we only draw the diffraction of probe in order to demonstrate how we place the
silicon photodetector for the diffraction measurement. In our study, we measure the
elastic response from the 500 nm wire array through the first-order diffraction. The
representative temporal evolution and the corresponding FFT spectrum are shown in
Fig. 5.3(a) and (d), respectively.
Separately, the dynamic magnetization of nanowires is measured by the previously
described Faraday rotation spectroscopy. The optical magnetometry of a wire sample,
electromagnet and spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 2.12. Impulsive heating of wire ele-
ments by the pump pulse generates surface acoustic waves that further couples to the
magnetization. The magnetization precession can be characterized by measuring the
polarization change of the probe beam using a balanced detection. An electromagnet
is placed around the wire sample, by which we can control the strength and direction
of applied magnetic field in order to selectively excite the bulk and edge spin wave
modes in nanowires.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram depicts the setup for the pump-probe magnetometry
measurements. The magnetic signal is characterized by measuring the Faraday rota-
tion of the wire sample in transmission. The direction of probe beam is at normal
incidence and its polarization is analyzed by the balanced detection scheme with the
combination a half-wave plate, a Wollaston prism and two silicon photodiodes.
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2.3 New directions
Having summarized the fundamental behaviour associated with transient grating
spectroscopy on magnetic materials, we now present the foundational considerations
for the main topics in this thesis. In the process of performing our initial measure-
ments, several new phenomena emerged which required a shift in the understanding of
our observations. The effects we will discuss relate to: (1) The effect of a lateral mod-
ulation in the sample magnetization and the fact that the elastic wave interacts with
a modulated magnetic landscape, and (2) the appearance of frequency mixing phe-
nomena whereby magnetization precession is seen at sum and difference frequencies
of the underlying elastic waves. Each of these phenomena are contained in chapters
of this thesis and we overview them here. Finally, for comparative purposes, we study
the magnetoelastic interaction in nanometer - to - micrometer sized magnetic wires
arrays. What we show in these results is that surface acoustic waves drive precessional
motion in the magnetization of these wires, and in particular can be used to drive
localized spin wave modes.
2.3.1 TG-induced magnonic crystals
One of the interesting aspects of our experiments is that the spatial pattern imposed
by the pump pulses directly manifests as a modulation of the magnetization land-
scape. Transient grating spatially and impulsively deposits heat into a ferromagnetic
film. The magnetization of the material will be laterally suppressed by the grating
thermal profile, which turns the homogeneous magnetic film into a spatial periodic
variation of the magnetization. The new magnetic landscape with a repeating mag-
netic structure can be termed transient magnonic crystals (MCs). Being driven by the
underlying acoustic waves, the oscillation of magnetoelastic waves are altered by the
MCs structure, which results in a redistribution of spin wavepackets as well as their
band structures. This new effect is evidenced in the data when we perform precision
measurements on the angular dependence of the magnetoelastic interaction.
Plane Wave Method (PWM) serves as a powerful technique to analyze the band
structure of TG-induced MCs. Besides, PWM is also capable of providing spatial
profiles of wave distribution that helps us to “visualize” where spin-wave wavepackets
are localized. In this thesis, the theoretical simulations of PWM is performed by
Dr. J.W K los et.al., in Dr. Krawczyk’s group at Adam Mickiewicz University in the
city of Poznan, Poland who are a leading group in establishing protocols to calculate
band structures in various magnonic crystals. Here we specify the PWM calcula-
tion with an one-dimensional structure where we assume Ms has a laterally varying
magnetization profile. This calculation is also analogous to the work of Sokolovskyy
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et.al. who assuming the magnetization structure has periodic sharp boundaries [21].
A comprehensive study about the TG-induced magnonic crystal state, herein mainly
using PWM to explore their unique spin wave properties, will be detailed in Chapter 3.
2.3.2 Parametric excitation of spin waves
A key feature of the TG technique is the capability to generate multiple elastic modes
as is discussed in the last section. Two distinct elastic modes, SAW and SSLW, are
active after the TG excitation, which serve as a driving force for ME interaction. How-
ever, in our experiments we find strong evidences for the generation of magnetization
precession not only at the individual underlying elastic frequencies but at a range
of multiple frequencies due to the wave mixing processes of different elastic modes,
including frequency up- and down-conversion as well as the appearance of half-SAW-
frequency excitation. Attempting to explain the frequency mixing of spin waves, one
need to consider the parametric processes in correspondence with the modulation of
elastic fields and their driven magnetization.
Parametric behaviour emerges in a wide range of periodically driven systems when
their parameters are temporally periodically modulated. The parametric modulation
also persists in a magnetoelastic oscillator when the natural precessional frequency of
magnetization is modulated by the temporally periodically varying acoustic field. The
process of parametric frequency mixing of such spin waves, in which at least two fun-
damental elastic modes are coupled to the magnetization simultaneously through the
magnetostriction, is subject to linear frequency conversions, whereas the appearance
of such frequency mixing is similar to a nonlinear process. An explicit verification of
the parametric nature in spin wave excitations will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2.3.3 Observation of localized spin waves in nanowires.
Optical excitation on a periodically patterned structure can also launch acoustic waves
in a sample material. While the experiments are distinct in that they don’t utilize
the TG method, many of the same characteristic features are evident in them. In
particular, since the wire array behaves as a spatially periodic absorber of pump
light, acoustic wave generation behaves exactly the same as in the TG configuration.
In the case of magnetic nanowires, the role of shape-induced anisotropy results
in distinct spatial distributions of the spin waves due to the non-uniformity of the
demagnetizing field across the width of the wires. What we show in Chapter 5 is that
surface acoustic waves drive precessional motion in the magnetization of these wires,
and in particular can be used to drive localized spin wave modes by changing the
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effective field with respect to the spatial distribution of demagnetization field. These
localized excitations can occur in the bulk of the wire or at the edges of the wire, while
the resonance condition is again tuned via the externally applied magnetic field. This
idea is the magnon counterpart of photonics and can become a new paradigms of data
processing in magnonics.
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Chapter 3
An on-demand magnonic
crystal induced by a transient
grating
In the introductory chapters of this thesis we described the manner in which optically
generated narrowband elastic waves can interact with the magnetization of the mate-
rial. We referred to the magnetization dynamics as a Ferromagnetic Resonance, that
is, the elastic waves resonantly excited the uniform precessional mode of the film. In
fitting the frequency response of our Faraday measurements, we indicated that the
FMR response accurately overlayed onto our data, e.g. see Fig. 2.8. However, this
can’t be the most accurate description of the dynamics. Most notably, the FMR
mode and the elastic waves have opposite parity in their spatial symmetries. Upon
further experimentation we have discovered a number of signatures of this spatial par-
ity mismatch and therefore we have augmented our understanding of the dynamics.
In particular, when we incorporate into our model the effects of having a spatially
varying magnetization landscape, we arrive at a more accurate description of our
experimental findings.
The physics that we uncover in this portion of the thesis results from the effects of
spatial light interference on the magnetization of a material, the spin wave modes that
result from the spatial patterning of the magnetization landscape, and the elastic in-
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teraction with these spin wave modes. Using spatial light interference of ultrafast laser
pulses we impulsively generate a spatial modulation of the magnetization profile in an
otherwise uniformly magnetized film, inducing the onset of magnonic bandstructure
and its unique spatial distribution of magnetic excitations. The magnonic behaviour
is visualized by the resonant interaction of these spin wave modes with elastics waves,
which are simultaneously generated with, and phase-locked to, the magnonic profile.
Calculation of the spin wave modal distribution in a laterally modulated magneti-
zation landscape, using both the Plane Wave Method (PWM) and Micromagnetic
Simulations (MS), provide a unified picture of the non-trivial precessional dynamics
observed in our experiment. Portions of this chapter are reproduced from the above-
mentioned publication and rely heavily for theoretical support from our colleagues at
the Faculty of Physics, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan, Poznan´, Poland.
3.1 Introduction
The magnetic excitation spectrum of a thin (tens of nanometers), uniformly magne-
tized film is well-studied and understood [1, 2]. The fundamental spin wave mode,
where the magnetization precesses in phase (i.e. with the wave vector k = 0) in the
entire volume of the system, is called the Kittel mode and can be measured by exper-
imental techniques such as ferromagnetic resonance or time resolved magneto-optical
Kerr (or Faraday) effects [3]. One can also observe spin wave (SW) confinement (and
quantization) along the film depth, whose energy depends on film thickness and pin-
ning effects at the surfaces. These modes, called perpendicular standing SW modes
(PSSW), are still laterally uniform in amplitude and phase [3] for in-plane wave vector
k = 0.
Going beyond lateral phase homogeneity brings about the appearance of spin wave
modes of finite wavevector (k > 0). At low wavevectors, the spin wave dispersion
is highly anisotropic with respect to the direction of an externally applied magnetic
field due to dominating dipolar interactions [4]. With increasing wavevector, exchange
interactions become more important and the SW modes are termed isotropic exchange
SW. Depending on the particulars of the dispersion relation (determined by magnetic
field orientation, and the relative strength of dipolar to exchange interactions), the
SW modes can have positive, zero, or negative group velocity.
Structuring the lateral magnetic landscape further modifies the SW spectrum,
while opening opportunities for spin wave localization and control and manipulation.
This is the scientific discipline of magnonics, where artificially engineered and spatially
patterned magnetic materials such as arrays of magnetic dots [5], holes in magnetic
films (antidots) [6, 7], magnetic stripes [8, 9], and bicomponent arrays [10], as well
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Figure 3.1: We excite the ferromagnetic thin film with two interfering ultrashort
pulses, which simultaneously generates the surface propagating acoustic waves and
laterally suppresses the magnetization profile to form the magnonic crystal. A mag-
netic field H can be fully rotated around the sample normal and the angle φH denotes
its direction relative to the periodicity of magnonic crystal.
as more complex spatial patterns such as magnonic quasicrystals [11] can be used
to manipulate SW dynamics. The periodic magnetization profile forms a so-called
magnonic crystal .
For magnonic crystals (MCs) operating in dipolar regime, the dispersion relation
can be tuned by the change of the direction of external field with respect to the
periodically patterned structure [12,13]. This effect results from the presence of static
and dynamic (de)magnetizing fields and is observed even for standing (k = 0) SW
modes. The additional feature of MCs is a band structure of SW dispersion which
is manifested by the presence of multiple modes for the same value of wave vector k
(when k is reduced into the first Brillouin zone). Therefore at k = 0 there exists a
sequence of modes for which the spatial distribution of amplitude and phase within
individual unit cell of MC is repeated periodically in the entire structure.
Shining light onto the surface of a magnetic material can modify the magnetization
landscape due to heating, thereby opening the possibility of using spatial patterning
of light to induce magnonic behaviour. In most ultrafast optical experiments on
magnetic materials, a large aperture optical beam is used to excite the sample surface
resulting in uniform suppression of the magnetization profile, impulsively modifying
the effective field landscape, and generating the laterally homogeneous free precession
of a Kittel-like mode, as well as PSSW excitation [3]. Attempts to laterally shape
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the excitation pattern have had moderate success as evidenced in recent papers by
Busse et. al. [14] and Vogel et.al. [15] utilizing continuous and pulsed laser sources
respectively. In the context of magnonics, spatially patterned optical excitation offers
user-defined, re-programmable arrangements of magnetic properties with the potential
for unparalleled control of spin wave generation and propagation [16].
In this report we provide a unique view of the effects of a spatially-periodic optical
excitation of a uniform magnetic film, the emergence of magnonic behaviour, and
finally, the elastic excitation of spatially distributed SW modes [17, 18]. We extend
the interpretation and understanding of our previous results [19–21] by detailing the
precessional response as a function of angle of the applied magnetic field relative to
the MC wavevector. In doing so, we augment our previous identification of elastically
driven ferromagnetic resonance to include localized spin wave modes which exist on
the magnetically modulated magnetization background.
3.2 Sample preparation
In this chapter, two samples are prepared for the investigations: Ni/MgO(001) and
CoFeB/Glass samples. For the first sample, we deposit a 40nm thickness nickel film
on an MgO (001) substrate, using electron-beam evaporator with a low deposition
rate, 4 A˚ per second, under a vacuum condition 10−7 Torr. The nickel film exhibits
a polycrystalline property as well as a weak magnetocrystalline anisotropy, in which
XRD measurements indicate a portion of nickel film is (111) oriented. The (111)
orientation of nickel film is the easy axis for fcc crystalline and suggests an out of
plane component to the magnetization orientation. Note that the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of the nickel film contributes to the Faraday signal at low applied field and
vanishes when the field is larger than 75 G, which is not yet in resonance with the
passing acoustic waves.
The second sample is provided from Grenz- und Oberflachenphysik group in Greif-
swald fabricated by depositing a 40nm-thick amorphous CoFeB film on a glass (SiOx)
substrate. A 2 nm of ruthenium, which is non-magnetic, is further deposited on the
top of CoFeB in order to prevent the film from oxidization. The deposition of CoFeB
film is performed by a DC-magnetron sputtering using 2 inch targets with a compo-
sition of Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 (analysis Co : Fe = 0.32 : 0.68). In a separate chamber, the
Ru capping layer is deposited by an e-beam evaporator without breaking the vacuum.
Data will also be presented for Ni/glass substrates which show the exact same
response as for Ni/MgO samples, and thus we can definitively conclude that the
observed effects are due solely to the magnetic material and not the elastic waves,
their direction relative to a particular crystallographic direction, or their amplitude
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and frequency.
3.3 Experimental and analytical methods
The present chapter contains experimental and modeling sections. In the first sec-
tion, we perform the transient grating (TG) experiments on two materials, Ni and
CoFeB thin films, which show markedly different responses as a function of angle of
the applied field. In the Ni films (low Curie temperature, TC , low saturated magne-
tization, MS) an unexpected and previously unwitnessed binary pi phase shift in the
precession is evident as the magnetic field angle is scanned from zero to 90 degrees
(relative to the TG wavevector) (see Fig. 3.1). Accompanying this evolution in phase
is a strong suppression in precessional amplitude in the intermediate region; indicative
of interference between two (or more) distinct modes of precession in two different
angular regimes. This interpretation is supported by the second set of measurements
on CoFeB (high TC , high MS), which exhibit elastically driven precession in only
one of the previously determined angular regimes, and amazingly the near complete
suppression of precession in the second angular regime.
We claim that these findings can be reconciled by considering the interaction of
elastic waves with the underlying modulated magnetization landscape induced by
the spatially periodic heating. Using the Plane Wave Method (PWM) [22, 23], we
calculate the SW eigenfrequencies and corresponding spatial profiles taking into ac-
count (de)magnetizing fields as a function of angle between the applied magnetic
field and the direction of modulation of magnetization (see Fig. 3.1). The calcula-
tions are performed for selected modulation depths of the time-dependent magne-
tization landscape, which are extracted from Two-Temperature Model (TTM) and
two-dimensional thermal diffusion considerations [21]. The angular dependence of
the eigenmode frequencies (at k = 0) are verified by micromagnetic simulations (MS)
and excellent agreement is achieved between the more rigorous and semi-analytical
PWM and numeric micromagnetic results.
3.4 Results
We begin the experimental section of this chapter by considering the data contained
in Fig. 3.2, where we compare the (normalized) temporal evolution at the resonance
condition for two paradigmatic magnetic field angles, 15◦ and 60◦ (we will continue to
compare these two angles as representative angles for the general features of the ex-
periments). The data shown here is for the Rayleigh SAW resonance for the Ni/MgO
heterostructure at ≈ 500 G. Both plots, being on resonance and driven by the same
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Figure 3.2: Normalized time-resolved Faraday traces at the Rayleigh Surface Acous-
tic Wave resonance for Ni/MgO at two paradigmatic angles. The linecuts exhibit
opposite phases of precession and differences in their onset times.
acoustic transient (the elastic frequency is independent of magnetic field angle), pre-
cess at the same frequency. However, there are clear differences. First and most
notably, the plots show a difference in precessional phase - an unexpected feature for
an elastically driven FMR in a uniformly magnetized film.
To understand how unexpected this result is, we look back at last chapter to
make two general statements about the magnetoelastic interaction encapsulated in
Eq. (2.17). First, we determined that the signal should peak at 45◦ and show nulls
at 0◦ and 90◦. Second, in perhaps most importantly, this equation states that the
direction of the applied torque is the same regardless angle of the initial magnetic
orientation with relation to the TG wavevector, and thus the precessional direction
should be the same for all angles. This latter feature is indeed witnessed in a control
experiment on magnetic nanowires (see Chapter 5) and in all complimentary mea-
surements performed by other groups working in magnetoelastics. Thus the striking
behaviour seen in Fig. 3.2 we surmise to be a feature of our experimental approach.
In the remainder of this chapter, we provide details of these unexpected results in
order to support our picture of elastic excitation of a variety of spin wave modes in
the (optically induced) magnetically textured thin film.
In Fig. 3.3(a), we replicate the time resolved Faraday plot shown in Fig. 3.2 to bring
attention specifically to the flipping of the precessional phase for different angular
regimes. A single time trace is extracted from our full field measurements, portions
of which are shown in Fig. 3.3(b-e) for representative magnet angles of 15◦ and 60◦.
As indicated in the time trace (Fig. 3.3(a)) the full field scans are shown for both
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late time delays (red, panels b - c) and early time delays (green, panels d - e). Each
panel (b - e) are individually scaled in amplitude in order to show the shape of the
resonance.
This representation brings into focus precessional phase differences between the
angles 15◦ and 60◦ as can be seen by following the horizontal lines (compare panels
b and c, d and e). In assessing the full angular range, we identify an intermediate
angular regime where these two disparate precessional features interfere resulting in
a suppression of measured precessional amplitude. This interference effect is shown
in Fig. 3.3(f) which is extracted from Fourier transforming the time domain data
and assessing the precessional amplitude at the peak resonance field. Accompanying
this fitting procedure the phase of precession is also extracted and overlayed in panel
(f). For Ni/MgO only the angles between 7.5◦ and 82.5◦ were acquired, but support-
ing data later in the chapter shows similar full angular dependencies for Ni/Glass
heterostructures and null signals at 0◦ and 90◦ as expected for the magnetoelastic
interaction. The suppression in amplitude in an angular range around 30◦ separates
two excitation ’lobes.’ We find that all angles in the first lobe display the phase
indicated in Fig. 3.3(b) and (d), while all angles in the second lobe display the preces-
sional phase indicated in (c) and (e) (i.e. the extracted phase in (f) is binary). The
same phase reversal and amplitude suppression phenomena are present for all acoustic
frequencies regardless of the acoustic mode (SAW or SSLW), all Ni/substrate combi-
nations, and is only a function of the relative angle between the excitation wavevector
and applied field. The latter is verified by changing the absolute angle of the transient
grating excitation (by rotating the phase mask angle) and finding the new magnet
angle where suppression occurs.
It is also clear from the data displayed in Fig. 3.3(b - e) that the shape of the
resonance differs in the two angular regimes. To extract this behaviour, we apply
Fourier transforms to the time resolved data for all magnetic field angles. Represen-
tative Fourier transforms for 15◦ and 60◦ are shown in Fig. 3.4(a,b) and full vertically
summed lineshapes with two-Lorentzian fits in panels (c,d). We make two notes that
hold generally for all excitation frequencies and substrate materials: (1) For angles in
the second response lobe (φH > 40
◦), the resonance lineshape is well represented by
a two-Lorentzian fit, with a main resonance (blue arrow) and a prominent low-field
shoulder (red arrow). The field at which the shoulder resonance occurs strongly re-
duces as the magnetic field angle is increased. (2) In the low angle regime (φH < 20
◦)
the lineshape is not well represented by Lorentzians, and always exhibits suppressed
spectral weight on the low field side of the resonance. Intermediate angles (near the
suppression) are difficult to assess due to low precessional amplitude and the onset of
mixed phase behaviour.
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Figure 3.3: The Surface Acoustic Wave resonance for Ni(40 nm)/MgO. (a) A rep-
resentative time-resolved Faraday response is taken for magnet angle φH = 60
◦ and
at resonance field H ≈ 504 G (vertical dashed line in (c, e)). The time response (a)
shows the oscillatory dynamics that persist for nearly 6ns. The amplitude of Faraday
signal exhibits the resonance dependence on applied field H both for late times (b, c)
and early times (d, e). This resonance can be attributed to the interaction between
elastic and magnetic degrees of freedom. The backwards S patterns in (b - e) show
that the phase changes by pi as the resonance condition is crossed with increasing
field. A comparison between (b, d) and (c, e) shows an additional change in preces-
sional phase between low and high angles, as indicated by the white horizontal lines
(the key finding of this paper). Accompanying the changes in precessional phase, is
a suppression of precessional amplitude for intermediate values of magnet angle (f)
which shows the precessional amplitude and phase at the peak resonance field.
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Figure 3.4: (a, b) Fourier amplitude of the magnetization precession shows the driv-
ing frequency of ≈ 4.8 GHz which is dictated by the excitation grating period and
acoustic velocity. Plots (c, d) present the full vertical binning of (a, b) accompanied
by two-Lorentzian fits to the data. At all angles above 40◦, the resonance lineshape is
well represented by a two-Lorentzian fit incorporating a main resonance (blue arrow)
and a shoulder (red arrow). At all angles below ≈ 20◦ the resonance lineshape is
not reproduced by a Lorentzian fit, specifically the low field side exhibits a reduced
spectral intensity. For intermediate angles, the resonance amplitude is small and
consequently the lineshape is difficult to fit. The resonance fields of both the main
response and high-angle shoulder are plotted in (e), where the error bars represent
the widths of the resonances.
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The positions of the main resonance and shoulder are plotted in panel Fig. 3.4(e)
where the error bars represent the widths of the resonances (the widths of the reso-
nances do not change appreciably as a function of angle). Center positions and widths
are extracted from the multipeak fitting procedure. Regardless of the fitting func-
tion (Lorentzian or Gaussian) the peak positions are found consistently, while details
of the lineshape can only be recovered by utilizing the appropriate function in the
appropriate angular range. An explicit demonstration of the shoulder dispersion is
shown in Fig. 3.5 for both the SAW resonance on MgO and the SSLW resonance on
the glass substrate. A very prominent shoulder is apparent for both data sets.
We now turn to the response in the second test material, CoFeB, which shows
both similarities and differences in comparison to the Ni sample. First, it is clear
that a similar resonance condition can be achieved (Fig. 3.6(a-f)). At 15◦ magnet
angle we show the response for the SSLW (5.25 GHz) resonating at ≈ 150 G while
the SAW response can be seen at much lower field values (< 50 G) (due to the larger
MS , all resonances are downshifted in applied field relative to low MS materials for
a fixed excitation frequency). The precessional motion persists for extended lengths
of time while the width of the resonance as a function of applied field is narrow, both
features related to the known low Gilbert damping in this material [48]. Furthermore,
owing to this narrow resonance, nearby resonance features are now apparent. This
is especially the case on the low field side (≈ 100 G, 1.8 ns) and a suggestion of a
resonance on the high field side (> 250 G). Both additional resonances clearly have
the same frequency as, but appear to be out of phase with, the main SSLW feature.
However, perhaps the most striking deviation from the Ni data is the near complete
suppression of precessional motion at large angles. The integrated intensity at the
SSLW resonance is shown in panel (f), indicating that this suppression is present
over a large angular range. To summarize, a comparison between the two materials
indicates that for Ni, precession occurs in two distinct angular regimes, accompanied
by an intermediate interference, while for CoFeB only the first precessional lobe can
be accessed. In both materials the first precessional lobe peaks at ≈ 15◦. We mention
in passing that our films of CoFeB on glass substrates do exhibit a uniaxial in-plane
anisotropy (significantly weaker than reported in [31]), however this is determined not
to be the cause of the suppression in high angle response.
It is our contention that these effects are accounted for if we consider the laterally
varying (transient) magnetic texture, its associated spin wave distribution, and finally
their resonant interaction with phase locked elastic waves. We are guided into this
line of thinking based on two considerations. First, a recent paper by Langer et al. [32]
showed both in calculation and experiment that a laterally varying demagnetization
landscape (along one dimension) localizes SW distributions in different regions of the
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Figure 3.5: High angle resonance lineshapes for Ni/glass (left panel) and Ni/MgO
(right panel) but for different elastic transients. In both scenarios, we demonstrate
the strong angular dispersion of the shoulder resonance, evident for the high angle
excitation lobe in Ni samples. Note that the Ni/Glass SAW resonance is too low in
field to show this should.
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Figure 3.6: The magnetoelastic response for CoFeB(40 nm)/glass is observed at low
magnet angles only. (a) A representative time-resolved Faraday signal is displayed
for the higher elastic resonance (SSLW) at H = 190 G and φH = 15
◦ (see dashed
vertical line in (b, d)). (b - e) CoFeB only exhibits at low magnet angles while the
precessional motion at large magnet angles is strongly suppressed (f). Panels (b - e)
are plotted on the same scale. In comparing this result to Ni samples, we recognize
that only the first precessional lobe is active in CoFeB while two distinct precessional
lobes are active in Ni.
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MC based on the angle of the applied magnetic field. Secondly, in comparison to
other works in magnetoelastics, ours is the only one in which acoustic waves interact
with a spatially modulated magnetization profile, as well as the only one that shows
anomalous angular dependence. In experiments most similar to ours, the resonant
interaction between surface propagating elastic waves and magnetization [33–35] ex-
hibit coupling behaviour roughly peaked at 45◦, with no indication of a suppression
at intermediate angles. These studies occur on uniformly magnetized films, while the
experimental technique (acoustic power transmission) precludes a direct measurement
of the magnetization and the details of precessional phase, as we are able to achieve.
To incorporate the spatial periodicity in our understanding, we take cues from
Langer et.al. [32] and determine the SW eigenmodes in our laterally modulated mag-
netization profile. We calculate the temperature profile using the TTM until the
electrons and lattice are in thermal equilibrium within the pump excitation volume,
and then propagate this temperature gradient in two-dimensions using COMSOL’s
thermal diffusion capabilities. The simulation incorporates the thin film and sub-
strate thermal conductivity as well as the thermal boundary resistance between the
two dissimilar materials. Periodic and insulating boundary conditions are used where
appropriate. From this temperature profile a magnetization profile MS(x) is calcu-
lated using a Curie-Weiss law for Ni and data measured on similar films of CoFeB [14].
For the timescales involved in our experiments (several ns) the temperature and mag-
netization profile are taken as uniform throughout the depth of the film.
3.5 The model
We use two computational methods to simulate the experimental outcomes and to
understand the physical mechanism behind them: The Plane Wave Method (PWM)
– based on code developed at Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan and Micromag-
netic Simulations (MS) – performed with the aid of Mumax3 package [36]. For PWM
we used MS calculated numerically using TTM whereas for MS we approximated this
profile by a sinusoidal function. Both methods use the Landau-Lifshitz (LL) equation
as an equation of motion:
∂M
∂t
= µ0γM ×Heff , (3.1)
where µ0 is permeability of vacuum, γ - gyromagnetic ratio, M - magnetization
vector. Heff denotes the effective field which is composed of the following terms:
Heff = H0 +Hdm (r, t) +Hex (r, t) . (3.2)
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Figure 3.7: The top view of the sample. Color symbolizes the temperature in the
sample (red = hot, blue = cold). The coordinates (x, y, z) are defined by periodic
structure while (X, Y, Z) are oriented with respect to direction of external magnetic
field. The in-plane (Y ) and out-of-plane (Z) component of dynamic magnetization
depends on x and y coordinates: mY(x, y), mZ(x, y).
The fieldH0 denotes the in-plane applied external magnetic field,Hdm (r, t) is demag-
netizing field, and Hex (r, t) is exchange field [37]. In our system, the external field
can be rotated in-plane with respect to the 1D spatial profile of magnetization satura-
tion (Fig. 3.1). In both PWM and MS calculations we assume the following values of
material parameters: γ = 176 GHz/T, µ0H0 = 0.05 T (500 G), MS,Ni = 0.484× 106
A/m, exchange length: λex,Ni = 7.64 nm, period of MS(x): Λ = 1.1µm. Since the
magnetic landscape modulation is smooth, and therefore there are no abrupt changes
of static demagnetizing field, the static component of magnetization can be considered
as saturated and parallel to the applied field, H0.
The PWM is used, in general, to solve linear differential equations with periodic
coefficients where the solutions have a form of Bloch functions. To express the dy-
namical component of the magnetization mi as well as the dynamic demagnetizing
field hdm,i, we use Bloch functions of the form:
mi (r, φ, t) = mi (r, φ) e
iωteik·r,
hdm,i (r, φ, t) = hdm,i (r, φ) e
iωteik·r,
(3.3)
where i denotes in-plane or out-of-plane direction and r = (x, y, 0) is in-plane position
vector and ω is the angular frequency of SW’s precession. Using the magnetostatic
approximation [38], the demagnetizing fields in a planar magnonic crystal is calculated
analytically [39] from Maxwell’s equations. For convenience in further calculation, we
introduce two coordinate systems: (x, y, z) – connected to the periodic landscape and
(X,Y, Z) – related to the direction of external field (Fig. 3.7). We consider the X,Y, Z
components of magnetization M and effective field Heff upon the spatial coordinates
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x, y, z and the angle of the applied field φ [40]. The angular dependence of effective
field Heff(φ) is included in the model only by the anisotropy of demagnetizing field.
Using the method presented by Kaczer [39] we can calculate the X component of
static demagnetizing field Hdm:











and Y ,Z components of the amplitude for dynamic demagnetizing field hdm:







1− cosh (|G+ k| z) e−|G+k|d/2
)
ei(G+k)·r,
hdm,Z (r) = −
∑
G
mZ (G) cosh (|G+ k| z)
× e−|G+k|d/2ei(G+k)·r,
(3.5)
where G denotes a reciprocal lattice vector and k is a wave vector. We use MS (G),
mZ (G), mY (G) to denote the coefficients of Fourier expansions for magnetiza-
tion saturation MS (r) and periodic factor of dynamical component of magnetization
mi (r).
The LL equation can be transformed (in linear approximation) into the algebraic
eigenvalue problem for eigenvalues (the frequencies of SW eigenmodes) and the eigen-
vectors (the sets of Fourier components for SW Bloch functions: mi(G)). As a result
we obtain the frequency spectrum with the corresponding set of the profiles of dy-
namical magnetization for SW eigenmodes for selected value of external field angle
φ.
The MS are performed by solving numerically LL equation in real space and time
domain [41]. For excitation of the SW precession, we used a microwave external
magnetic field in the form of the sinc function in the time domain and spatially ho-
mogeneous in the whole sample. After simulating the response for 30 ns, we performed
a Fast Fourier Transform of the signal to arrive at the the frequency spectra of SW
excitation.
For a given spin wave spatial profile, we consider: (1) the efficiency of detection by
Faraday rotation measurements, which relies solely on the spin wave spatial symme-
try, and (2) the elastics - to - magnetic excitation efficiency, which relies on both SW
and elastic spatial symmetries. We deal with these aspects separately. With respect
to detection efficiency, the largest Faraday signal (collected over many spatial peri-
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ods) will come from any mode whose spatial profile exhibits (relatively) homogeneous
phase (an FMR mode [42] will possess a large Faraday signal [43], while a mode with
odd node number in Λ will sum to zero). To assess which of these modes exhibits
the largest Faraday detection efficiency, we calculate the net out-of-plane magnetic
moment over a period for the modes of k = 0 by following formula:
In ∝




where mnz (x) is profile of n
th eigenmode for out-of-plane component of dynamical
magnetization.
With respect to the excitation cross section, we reiterate that the spatial period
of the MC and that of the elastic waves are the same, both being derived from the
same optical interference pattern. Furthermore they are spatially phase locked in
that the hot and cold regions of the MC experience the opposite torques (through
magnetoelastic coupling) on each half cycle of the acoustic wave. Therefore the ex-
citation efficiency σ of SW due to magneto-elastic interaction will depend on spatial
profile of SW. To take into account the nonuniform distribution of SW amplitude in
one period of MC and the different signs of magnetoelastic torque in hot and cold
regions, we integrate the dynamic component of magnetization mnz (x) with the factor
cos(2pi x/Λ) to incorporate the magnetoelastic coupling and opposite sense torque on
both half cycles of the elastic wave.:
σ ∝ 1








(mnz (x) cos (2pi x/Λ)) dx.
(3.7)
The factor sin(2φ) reflects the angular dependence of the torque resulting form magneto-
elastic interaction of acoustic waves with the magnetization [33] while the Lorentzian
factor 1/
[
(f − f0)2 + (fwhm/2)2
]
reduces significantly the excitation efficiency if the
frequency of SW, f = ω/(2pi), differs from the frequency of the acoustic wave, f0,
by more than the elastic bandwidth.
3.6 Numerical simulations
The outcomes of the PWM and MS calculation are provided in Fig. 3.8. In Fig. 3.8(b)
we plot the SW eigenfrequency dependence for all low energy modes as the magnetic
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field angle is changed from parallel to the periodicity of magnetic landscape (φ = 0o)
to the perpendicular direction (φ = 90o) [44]. The results of both computational
techniques are in agreement for the modes of the largest detection efficiency – the
orange-yellow points (PWM) overlap with black-gray lines (MS). The noticeable fea-
tures of this result (and all such results for laterally modulated MS) is the presence
of a nearly constant frequency fundamental mode (characterized by the spatial dis-
tribution with zero nodes and homogeneous phase) and the appearance of a network
of higher order modes whose frequencies increase as the angle of the magnetic field is
increased. At low angles, several modes dip in frequency below the fundamental mode
upon anticrossing with the fundamental mode at intermediate angle φ ≈ 20◦. We find
that the general shape presented in Fig. 3.8(b) is reproduced for a large number of
modulation depths (i.e. time delays) and is shifted up vertically along the frequency
axis as applied field is increased (correspondingly down as the field is reduced). We
did not attempt to perform this calculation for very deep modulations or modulations
that deviate strongly from sinusoidal, since they are not relevant to the timescales
associated with elastic dynamics.
The spatial profile of any mode can be assessed as a function of magnetic field
angle (and strength). At selected points in the angular dependence, and for the
modes showing the largest detection efficiency (orange or dark yellow), we show (in
Fig. 3.8(a)) the spatial profiles indicated as positions ’I’ through ’XII’. In this case
the profiles are only shown for a fixed applied field strength of 500 G, at a fixed time
delay (i.e. fixed modulation depth). In particular, we note that the fundamental
mode (I, II, III, X, XI, XII) shows zero nodes, while one of the higher order modes
labeled (VII, VIII, IX, IV, V, VI) is displayed with both solid and dashed lines to
delineate a change in phase for different portions of the SW profile (i.e. lateral node(s)
in the precessional wavefunction). A symbolic temperature scale is provided above
the modal distributions (with blue and red regions corresponding to lower and higher
temperature respectively) to indicate where within the lateral dynamic magnetization
profile the SW amplitude is maximized. For example we find a general feature of our
calculations to be that at low angles (curves I, II) the mode is strongly localized in the
cold regions of the MC which evolves into a uniform profile (curves X, XI, XII) as the
angle is increased. This latter profile we would associate with a true FMR displaying
constant phase, and (nearly) constant amplitude over the entire MC. We can now
understand why higher order modes dip in frequency below the fundamental at low
angles, since significant SW amplitude is present in the reduced MS , hot regions of
the sample (e.g. curve VII), the frequency of SW eigenmodes is therefore reduced.
Finally, we note that at low angles the mode density is high, while at high angles the
modes (at least the lowest two) are energetically well-separated.
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Figure 3.8: (b) Plane wave method and micromagnetic calculation for angular depen-
dence of the eigenfrequencies of spin wave modes in a periodically modulated mag-
netic landscape. The color scales for orange-yellow (PWM) points or black-gray lines
(MS) correspond to the simulated detection efficiency (the darker the line/symbol,
the larger the value of eq.5). Plane wave method calculation was done for simulated
MS profile (from two temperate model), whereas the micormagnetic simulations was
performed for sinusoidal approximation of MS profile. (a) The spatial distribution of
the lowest energy eignemodes (with largest detection efficiency) marked in the main
plot by labels: I-XII. The modes were plotted for two periods of the MC. The red
(blue) color bars above symbolize the hotter (colder) regions of magnonic crystal,
respectively. The sections of solid and dashed lines distinguishes the regions of op-
posite precession phase. Spatial profiles are color coded to indicate main resonance
(blue) and dispersing modes which we associated with the shoulder in Fig. 3.4(or-
ange/green). The bottom panel (c) presents the simulated procession amplitude of
spin wave pumped by elastic wave inclusive of excitation efficiency (Eq. 3.6) and de-
tection efficiency (Eq. 3.7). The outcome is two excitation lobes with a minimum
around 40◦.
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The bottom panel of Fig. 3.8 shows a qualitative estimation of the detected signal
in a Faraday rotation measurements. In order to estimate the amplitude of Faraday
signal from the spectrum and the profiles of SW eigenmodes we used the phenomeno-
logical formula (Eq. 3.7) and the procedure described in the section ’Model’. The
frequency of f = 4.8 GHz driving the SW dynamics and the fwhm = 0.5 GHz of this
resonance were taken form the experimental outcomes (see Fig. 3.4). By using this
approach we were able to reproduce qualitatively the angular dependence of intensity
of Faraday signal. The simulated dependence shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.8 presents
two lobes with the distinctive minimum around 30 - 40◦ – similar to those seen in
the experiment (see Fig. 3.3). The relative height of two lobes (for lower and higher
angles) is different for experimental and numerical outcomes.
3.7 Discussions
We now discuss the connections between the experimental and calculation results,
supporting our claim of the emergence of optically-induced MC and our ability to
control the band structure. We begin by considering the behaviour at high magnetic
field angles, where the eigenmode solution of the fundamental mode exhibits a nearly
FMR like appearance (SW amplitude is delocalized over the entire MC structure,
homogeneous phase profile). We note that while the detection efficiency of such a
mode is large (dark orange in Fig. 3.8), the excitation efficiency by the elastic waves is
actually quite small. In one period of the MC, the elastic wave has both compressional
and dilational phases and thus can not drive the fundamental mode as indicated.
However, if we understand the fundamental mode to be driven locally, then at each
region of the MC, hot and cold, an FMR can be driven. Such a locally driven FMR
would be exactly the same as in the case of transducer based measurements where
a uni-directional multicycle elastic wave drives FMR precessional motion locally and
out of phase on each half cycle of the wave [33–35,45]. In our experiments, optically
probing the average magnetization precession via Faraday rotation will result in the
superposition of FMR responses in the hot and cold regions of the MC which will add
out of phase (due to the opposite sign of strain in the two regions).
The picture of a locally driven FMR can explain one of the main observations of
our data, namely the difference in high angle response between Ni and CoFeB films.
The marked difference between these two materials is their Curie temperature; Ni
has a low Curie temperature (600 K) while CoFeB has a high Curie temperature
(1300 K). Assuming the optical absorption and thermal diffusion are similar in the
two materials (both lustrous metals deposited on similar silicate substrates), this large
difference in TC translates into a smaller magnetization modulation for the case of
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CoFeB and thus a smaller aggregate Faraday signal. In fact the case for the locally
driven FMR would result in a nearly suppressed high angle response (Fig. 3.8) which
corresponds very well with the results found for CoFeB (Fig. 3.6(f)). This suggests
that for high MS materials, any spin wave mode with odd spatial symmetry (whether
it is a SW with odd spatial symmetry, or a locally driven FMR) would be invisible
in a Faraday measurement, while a mode that is strongly localized in one particular
region of the MC (i.e. low angles) will be visible in the experiment. Applying the
same considerations to Ni (Fig. 3.3(f)), we still need to explain the appearance, and
the increased signal detected at high angles. At the points where constructive optical
interference occurs, the sample lattice temperature can easily reach TC and remains
at an elevated temperature for several nanoseconds. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 3.8
the modal profile at high angles should maintain its homogeneous phase and amplitude
(i.e. the FMR) and thus we would continue to expect a reduced second lobe detection,
in effect a result like in CoFeB. We suspect that the anomalous behaviour in Ni, where
in the second lobe we measure a large precessional amplitude, may be the result of
a reduction in magnetoelastic coupling strength (not simply the reduction in MS)
which is prevalent as one approaches the Curie temperature [46,47]. We also mention
that similar experiments on arrays of Ni wires, in this case excited by a uniform
optical pulse, also excites magnetization and elastic dynamics, as well as the long lived
resonant magnetization precession. In this geometry, the wires themselves should be
considered as a proxy for the hot regions of the TG signal (suppressed magnetization,
initial dilational strain) and their physical structure such as width, period, material,
and substrate were chosen to closely mimic the strain amplitude generated in the
TG experiment. Nonetheless the elastically driven magnetization precession up to 10
times smaller than the TG signal for similar excitation fluences when compared at
the same magnetic field angle, 15◦. We suspect that this reduced signal level is a
signature of hot Ni wires precessing under the action of the elastic waves, but with
reduced magnetization and reduced magnetoelastic coupling. To fully vet this idea,
additional fluence dependent measurements would need to be done for a series of
materials with varying MS values.The data reported on wires will be presented in
Chapter 5.
Finally, in the same range of large magnetic field angles one would expect to also
measure the higher lying precessional mode (IV - VI) when the field is reduced and
this mode crosses the elastic excitation frequency. Based on the shape of calculated
angular dispersion, the larger the angle between the MC wavevector and the magnetic
field, the lower in field the resonance will occur. This is precisely the behaviour that
we witness for the high angle shoulder present in the case of Ni. Again, the visibility
of this mode would rely on suppressed detection efficiency in the sample hot region;
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due both to the reduction in MS as well as the reduced coupling strength. These same
arguments indicate that a similar feature would not be present for CoFeB, since the
higher lying mode has an even number of nodes in one period.
At small angles of the magnetic field, the fundamental mode is concentrated in
the cold region of the sample regardless of the material in question, and as indicated
in Fig. 3.8 also exhibit a pi phase flip in the precessional amplitude (plotted as a
dotted, rather than solid, line). To assess this absolute phase of precession we follow
the fundamental mode profile and precessional phase for sequential small angular
steps from 90 to zero degrees (XII - IX, VIII, VII). Assuming that the mode is well
behaved and continuously evolves as a function of angle, identifying the precessional
properties of this fundamental branch can then be used to reveal the properties of
all other modes of precession at low angles. Thus the fundamental mode (XII - IX,
I, II) can be identified as precessing with a pi phase modulation on either side of the
anticrossing point. This feature of the MC spin wave distribution directly relates to
the opposite precessional phase for Ni samples in the high and low magnetic field
angles. In both cases, the predominant signal is derived from precession occurring in
the cold regions of the sample, but the nature of the MC SW distribution dictates
that these two must have opposite phases.
Furthermore, as indicated in the angular dispersion curve (Fig. 3.8), the MC at
low angles of magnetic field exhibits a network of modes at similar energy scales and
within the excitation bandwidth of the acoustic wave. These additional modes can be
seen explicitly in Fig. 3.6, where the low Gilbert damping of CoFeB results in narrow
field resonances and the appearance of satellite resonance features (i.e. at early time
delays additional resonances can be seen on both sides of the main precessional mode).
In the high damping case of Ni, the field tuned resonances are wide and individual
modes cannot be identified, however the lineshapes of the low angle resonance suggest
that more than one mode may be active simultaneously. For example the out of phase
precession of two mode in proximate energy would suppress portions of the observed
resonance and distort the lineshape similar to the observed dynamics in Fig. 3.4(a)
and (c), while simultaneously delaying or slowing the onset of precessional dynamics
for example as seen in Fig. 3.2.
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3.8 Conclusions
In summary, we have elucidated the magnetoelastic interaction for a range of magnetic
field angles relative to the TG excitation wavevector. The key finding is the identifi-
cation of distinct angular regimes where precessional motion can be driven elastically.
In the low-TC Ni sample this is manifested as precessional motion of opposite phase
in two angular regimes, along with their interference and suppression of precessional
motion at intermediate angles. For high-TC CoFeB this is manifested as driven preces-
sional motion in only one of the previously determined angular regimes and the near
complete suppression in the other. To explain these findings we have calculated, using
PWM and MS, the SW amplitude distribution in a laterally (periodically) modulated
magnetization profile as a function of modulation depth and magnetic field angle,
which in turn has allowed us to infer that in different angular regimes the elastic
waves couple to distinct spin wave structures. At high angles (the second precessional
lobe) the elastic wave excites a true FMR response, which we understand to be locally
activated at each half period of the elastic wave. At low angles (the first precessional
lobe) we infer that a spin wave mode, localized in the cold region of the sample, is
elastically activated. Connected to these findings we suggest that in low TC materials
such as Ni, one must incorporate an understanding of the temperature dependence of
the magnetoelastic constants to understand the observed dynamics, while this is less
prevalent in high-TC materials since even in the hot sample regions optical excitation
only reaches a fraction of TC . The ability to optically generate a transient magnetic
landscape, and control the spatial regions where the localized magnetic groundstates
reside, could impact a wide range of opto-magnonics research which currently utilizes
artificially textured materials. Furthermore, the unique ability for elastic waves to
couple to and resonantly drive a wide range of SW modes could lead to new ways
with which to actuate magnetic dynamics in a spatially selective manner.
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3.9 Appendix
In this appendix we show additional measurements taken on these samples as a func-
tion of angle to support our claims in the main portions of this chapter. We first
demonstrate the angular effect on the Ni/glass heterostructure which should be di-
rectly compared to Fig. 3.3. For this sample, two types of elastic waves are accessible
at reasonable field strengths, those being the SAW and SSLW. In both cases, the
angular dependence is the same as the Ni/MgO, thus supporting our claim that the
effects that are witnessed are only a function of the magnetic material and not the
type or direction of the elastic deformation. While the data quality is better, the
appearance of multiple strong elastic modes makes the interpretation a little more
complicated. Nonetheless, we show in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 the same angular effect in-
cluding the reversal of precessional phase as a function of angle, and the concomitant
suppression in precessional amplitude again at ∼ 30◦.
Experiments performed on different substrates
The details of the magnetoelastic interaction depend on the material and substrate
combination. However, we can make a few general statements. For a fixed grating
periodicity, the observed frequencies are solely determined by the velocity of acoustic
waves in the film/substrate heterostructure, and may depend on the propagation
direction for example in a crystalline material. The amplitude of strain will vary
depending on which elastic mode is being driven and the film/substrate thermoelastic
properties as well as the grating periodicity. With regard to magnetization dynamics,
there will be an applied field condition wherein the natural precessional frequency of
the ferromagnetic resonance or a particular spin wave resonance will match that of the
underlying elastic wave, at which point elastic energy will drive precessional motion
resonantly via magnetoelastic interactions, provided the spatial symmetries of the
particular magnetic and elastic excitations are similar. The resonance condition can
be visualized either in the frequency domain as an increase in precessional amplitude
in the Fourier transform, or in the time domain by an increase in the temporal range
over which precession occurs and/or the amplitude of this precession (i.e. in the
maximum polarization rotation in a Faraday geometry).
In Fi. 3.11 we show the frequency domain response for Ni on a few different
substrates. We have already discussed the appearance of multiple strong modes on
the glass substrate. Here for two crystalline substrates MgO and Sapphire we show
the magnetization response. For both materials the acoustic velocities are higher,
and thus the SAW frequency for a fixed grating period has shifted up towards 5 GHz
and a weaker SSLW can be seen between 7 GHz and 8 GHz (scans were not taken
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Figure 3.9: The Surface Acoustic Wave resonance for Ni(40 nm)/Glass. (a) A rep-
resentative time-resolved Faraday response is taken for magnet angle φ = 60◦ and
at resonance field H ≈ 180 G (vertical dashed line in (c, e)). The time response (a)
shows the oscillatory dynamics that persist for nearly 8 ns. The amplitude of Faraday
signal exhibits the resonance dependence on applied field H both for late times (b, c)
and early times (d, e). This resonance can be attributed to the interaction between
elastic and magnetic degrees of freedom. The backwards S patterns in (b - e) show
that the phase changes by pi as the resonance condition is crossed with increasing
field. A comparison between (b, d) and (c, e) shows an additional change in preces-
sional phase between low and high angles, as indicated by the white horizontal lines
(the key finding of this paper). Accompanying the changes in precessional phase, is
a suppression of precessional amplitude for intermediate values of magnet angle (f)
which shows the precessional amplitude and phase at the peak resonance field.
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Figure 3.10: The Surface Skimming Longitudinal Wave resonance for Ni(40 nm)/
Glass. (a) A representative time-resolved Faraday response is taken for magnet angle
φ = 60◦ and at resonance field H ≈ 508 G (vertical dashed line in (c, e)). The
time response (a) shows the oscillatory dynamics that persist for nearly 4 ns. The
amplitude of Faraday signal exhibits the resonance dependence on applied field H
both for late times (b, c) and early times (d, e). This resonance can be attributed
to the interaction between elastic and magnetic degrees of freedom. The backwards
S patterns in (b - e) show that the phase changes by pi as the resonance condition
is crossed with increasing field. A comparison between (b, d) and (c, e) shows an
additional change in precessional phase between low and high angles, as indicated by
the white horizontal lines (the key finding of this paper). Accompanying the changes
in precessional phase, is a suppression of precessional amplitude for intermediate
values of magnet angle (f) which shows the precessional amplitude and phase at the
peak resonance field.
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to large enough fields to fully resolve these responses, however, we know from other
experiments that the amplitude for the SSLW in these substrates is about a factor of
2 smaller than the SAW response). However, more relevant for the discussion here is
the angular dependence of the magnetization precession on these different substrates,
which is shown in Fig. 3.12. Again the angle at which signal suppression is evident
about 30◦ separating two excitation lobes whose precessional phase is different by pi.
Figure 3.11: Frequency domain data of 40 nm nickel film on the substrates of (a) glass, (b)
MgO (001) and (c) sapphire (C-Axis). The experiments are performed by using a transient
grating of 1.1 µm and a magnetic field angle of 60◦. By applying the same grating periodicity
but the different propagating velocities of acoustic waves in the different types of substrates,
it results in the different SAW frequencies of magnetoelastic waves. In the glass sample, it
shows both of SAW and SSLW resonance by applying the field up to the maximum strength
of 950 G. However, the results of MgO and sapphire sample only have the SAW resonance
because the applied field for reaching the SSLW resonance is much higher than the 950 G
windows.
Figure 3.12: Angular dependence of precessional amplitudes from 40nm Ni films on different
substrates at the respective SAW frequencies: (a) glass, (b) MgO and (c) sapphire. The
experiments are performed by applying in-plane magnetic fields at the SAW resonance of
each sample. Clear signal suppression of all samples around the magnet angle of 30◦ are
present.
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Angular dependence for different grating periods
Experiments were also performed using different grating periods. In Fig. 3.13 we show
field dependence scans for a set of fine grating periods at a fixed angle. The data is
complex and many aspects of it will be discussed in Chapter 4, for example several
additional resonances appear in these scans that are absent from TG measurements
suggesting that their origin in not linearly related with the underlying elastic waves.
However, more importantly for the discussion here is that if we perform an angular
dependence at the resonance condition for SSLW for respective grating periods, the
angular effect including suppression at ≈ 30◦ and phase modulation is apparent and
shown in Fig. 3.14
Figure 3.13: Frequency domain data of the 40 nm nickel/glass sample by applying the
gratings from fine to coarse periods: (a) 1.1 µm, (b) 1.7 µm, (c) 2.2 µm and (d) 3.3 µm. The
experiments are performed when a small field angle of 7.5◦ is applied. The sum-frequency
features persist for all grating periodicities but the spectrum is with the scaling ratio of
respective periodicity. (in log scale)
Figure 3.14: Angular dependence of precessional amplitudes from a 40nm Ni film by apply-
ing different grating periodicities: (a) 1.1 µm, (b) 1.7 µm and (c) 2.2 µ m. The analysis is
taken by integrating the signal amplitude with a certain bandwidth over their SSLW reso-
nance. The results show that by changing the grating period doesn’t change the angle of the
minimum precessional amplitude (all around 30◦).
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Angular dependence for different fluences
We show the same angular dependence as a function of incidence fluence on the
Ni/Glass heterostructure in Fig. 3.15. This is perhaps the most troublesome data
given that different fluences should result in different temperatures, which in turn
would result in a different modulation depth as a function of time. We didn’t attempt
to model these results or calculate the temperature profile but it would of course be
interesting for a future study. This is especially the case if a full angular dependence
would be taken where for each angle a full field scan could be taken, however, in the
interest of time savings, the data was taken at a fixed field strength while the angle
was varied from 0◦ to 90◦.
Figure 3.15: Angular dependence of precessional amplitudes of a 40nm Ni films at
different peak excitation fluences : (a) 10 mJ/cm2, (b) 30 mJ/cm2 and (c) 55 mJ/cm2.




Finally, we demonstrate the angular effects of different materials on the same glass
substrates. We discussed in the main section the response of Ni and CoFeB, which
are reproduced below, but we now include a similar measurement on Permalloy. As
demonstrated in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17 the response for Py is very similar to that
of CoFeB. In both the materials CoFeB and Py, the MS values are larger than that
of Ni, and so the entire spin wave spectrum at a given frequency is shifted to lower
magnetic field values. As can be seen in the data a line representing the FMR can be
drawn through the data to signify the effect of increasing the saturated magnetization.
The response in Py is not well resolved likely because the elastic wave excitation is
weak in this material, which we assume based on similar measurement on GaFe alloys.
However, we didn’t perform the TG diffraction measurements on this sample to verify
this is the case.
Figure 3.16: Comparison of magnetometry measurement on different materials: (a)
nickel, (b) CoFeB and (c) Permalloy (Py). The measurements are performed by
applying the same grating period of 1.1 µm but different small magnet angles, 15◦
for Ni, 15◦ for CoFeB and 10◦ for Py. The linear color contrast is applied for the
data of Ni and Py, and the log scale for CoFeB. The data of Ni and CoFeB show
“X” crossing of magnetoelastic SSLW resonance, whereas Py exhibits only FMR.
Moreover, the slopes of FMR represent the value of saturation magnetization (MS)
where Ni and CoFeB are among the smallest MS and the largest MS of the testing
materials, respectively.
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Figure 3.17: Angular dependence for three different materials on similar glass sub-
strates. In an effort to make these measurements quickly, data is acquired at a fixed
magnetic field strength near the respective peaks in the resonance. For Ni, CoFeB
and Permalloy, the data presented here is for the respective SAW resonances which
can be seen in Fig. 3.16.
Resonance field experiments with all magnetic angles
For thoroughness we include here a full compliment of data in Fig. 3.18 and 3.19
for the both Ni and CoFeB showing the full time scans and their respective Fourier
transforms. Portions of these scans were shown above in Fig. 3.3, 3.9, and 3.10.
While complex, the general features are evident as a the resonant interaction between
elastic and magnetic degrees of freedom at particular field strengths, the onset of
mixed phase behaviour near 30◦ which is also evident as an avoided crossing in the
frequency domain. For the case of CoFeB, a complete absence of excitation beyond
this angle.
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Figure 3.18: TG excitation pump-probe magnetometry measurements of a 40nm
nickel film. (a - h) Time domain data for various magnet angles φ where the ex-
amined spin wave spectrum cross over the SAW and SSLW resonances. (i - p) The
corresponding frequency map. The vertical dashes lines are guided for the eye and
indicate that the resonance field of SSLW changes as the change of magnet angle.
The analysis of Fourier amplitude and phase for each angle is shown in Fig. 3.9 and
their resonance fields are in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.19: TG excitation pump-probe magnetometry measurements of a 40nm
CoFeB film. (a - h) Time domain data for various magnet angles φ where the ex-
amined spin wave spectrum cross over the SAW and SSLW resonances. (i - p) The
corresponding frequency map. The vertical dashes lines are guided for the eye and
indicate that the resonance field of SSLW changes as the change of magnet angle.
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Chapter 4
Parametric frequency mixing
in a magnetoelastically driven
linear FMR-oscillator
In this chapter, we demonstrate the linear frequency conversion of spin wave frequen-
cies by optically excited elastic waves in a thin metallic film on dielectric substrates.
Time-resolved probing of the magnetization directly witnesses magneto-elastically
driven parametric second harmonic generation, sum- and difference frequency mixing
from two distinct frequencies, as well as excitation of parametric resonances. Starting
from the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equations, we derive an analytical equation of an
elastically driven (nonlinear) parametric oscillator and show that frequency mixing
is dominated by the parametric modulation of the linear FMR oscillator. The work
reported in this chapter was chronologically performed prior to that appearing in
Chapter 3 and thus the language may not fully represent our understanding of the
localized spin wave distributions discussed in the previous chapter. We will specu-
late on the connection at the end of the chapter. The work reported here appears in
the above-mentioned paper and relies heavily for theoretical support on our colleagues
from Universite´ du Maine, France and Syktyvkar State University named after Pitirim
Sorokin, in Russia.
The starting point for our discussion is contained in Fig. 4.1, where we show the
frequency domain response of the magnetization precession when subjected to the
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Figure 4.1: Demonstration of nonlinearities and frequency mixing effects in the mag-
netoelastic interaction. The magnetization precession is seen at harmonics and sub-
harmonics of the underlying elastic waves.
Transient Grating excitation. The data represented is for Λ = 1.1 µm and φ = 7.5◦
and is displayed in logarithmic scaling to accentuate the finer details of the response,
highlighting some interesting features. Namely, we know from our TG measurements
that two acoustic waves are generated, which we enumerated as the SAW at ≈ 2.6
GHz and the SSLW at ≈ 5.15 GHz. We see in this figure strong precessional responses
when resonant with these excitations. However, we also witness precessional features
at significantly higher frequencies near ≈ 8 GHz and > 10 GHz as well as at low
frequencies < 2 GHz.
We note an important aspects to these new features: (1) These additional re-
sponses in the magnetic detection do not have analogues in the structural response,
(2) If the high frequency responses did have structural analogues, they would be
propagating at super sonic velocities (in the material of interest) and thus make them
highly unlikely to be real structural effects, and 3) a careful assessment of the ob-
served frequencies shows that they appear at harmonic or subharmonic frequencies of
the underlying acoustic frequencies. Combining these considerations, we understand
these precessional features to be the result of some form of nonlinear interaction and
frequency mixing in the magnetoelastic interaction, and thus we elucidate the possible
mechanisms that may lead to their appearance.
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4.1 Introduction
Parametric behaviour emerges in a wide range of periodically driven systems when
their parameters are periodically modulated [1]. Examples can be found in nano-
optomechanical [2–4] and micro-electromechanical systems [5], (spin) wave dynam-
ics [6], quantum circuitry [7], energy harvesting applications [8], and in line with
our current report, magneto-mechanical systems [9] including spin pumping capabil-
ities [10]. The utility of parametric behaviour has been shown for quantum limited
detection, noise floor reduction or low noise amplification of small signals [2, 7].
Parametric phenomena in magnetization dynamics have also been extensively
studied in the framework of spintronic and magnonic applications [11], where the
downconversion of a microwave-driven uniform precession can generate two counter-
propagating spin waves of varying frequency and wavevector. The onset of parametric
behaviour in these cases is monitored via the enhanced damping and linewidth changes
of the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) precessional motion. Furthermore, time do-
main probing of FMR precession modulated with multiple microwave electromagnetic
fields leads to seeded parametric downconversion [12]. Additional studies along these
lines have resulted in the generation and detection of a range of frequency mixing pro-
cesses of both uniform precessional modes as well as higher energy spin waves [13–15],
including frequency up- and down-conversion.
Looking beyond microwave excitation, the overlapping frequency range of (sur-
face) acoustic waves and magnetization precession provides for a unique opportunity
to study their interactions and to explore physical processes where coherent elastic
deformations could provide the necessary parametric modulation to drive complex
magnetization dynamics. In recent years, magnetoelastic interactions have seen a
resurgence of interest, and linear coupling between these degrees of freedom have
been demonstrated [16–21] as well as one report of nonlinear effects [22].
An externally driven parametric oscillator is a classic example of a linear system
with time-varying parameters, which can produce new frequencies without nonlinear
interactions. In this report we present experimental evidence of the linear magneto-
elastic frequency mixing between multiple coherent elastic deformations and the mag-
netization precession in a thin ferromagnetic film.
To explain our results, we perform analytical calculations of the Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equation, subject to the periodic excitation of a large amplitude, co-
herent elastic wave and show that the resulting dynamics can be described by an
extended Mathieu equation for a nonlinear parametric oscillator. Simulation results
based on our theory, where the nonlinear terms are neglected, show excellent corre-
spondence with experimental results and allow us to identify a range of upconversion
responses (enumerated below) as well as the downconverted precessional response
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commonly associated with parametric modulation.
4.2 Parametric excitation of a magnetoelastically
driven FMR oscillator
Theoretical analysis of a elastically driven precessing magnetic moment (or equiv-
alently the elastically driven FMR oscillator [26]) shows that a relatively moderate
value of magnetostriction coefficient b1 = 1.5× 105 J/m3 in nickel results in a small-
angle precession around the external magnetic field (applied in the xy - plane). The
dynamics of magnetization in a magnetostrictive material subjected to an acoustic
field obeys the LLG equation:
dm
dt
= −γµ0 (m×Heff) + α (m× dm
dt
).
where m is the unity vector in the direction of magnetization, α characterizes atten-
uation of its precession, and Heff stands for the effective field acting in the material.
The contribution to the magnetization dynamics consists of the free precession by
externally applied field H, the effect of magnetostriction caused by acoustic strain
field εij , and the demagnetizing components which result from the geometry of the
material. For a thin film, the demagnetization term reduces to a single component
normal to the film: M0mi δi3. Therefore the effective field can be expressed as:
Heff = Hi − 1
µ0M0
bij εijmj −Momi δi3 (4.1)
Here we choose the coordinate system x1, x2, x3 = x, y, z associated with the exter-
nal field so that H = (H , 0 , 0), and the surface normal is parallel to the x3 (or z)
axis. The coefficient matrix bij =
b1 b2 b2b2 b1 b2
b2 b2 b1
 denotes the magnetostriction values
of the material. For isotropic material (or equivalently a polycrystalline and/or cubic
sample), b1 is equal to b2. The initial condition (at t = 0, εij = 0) of magnetization
is orientated parallel to the applied field: m0 = (1 , 0 , 0). In order to apply a simple
oscillator model, we assume the deviation angle β of magnetization from the equilib-
rium steady state is small enough, and then my and mz are linear due to the small
parameter β. For making approximation, the second order of deviation, for example,
(mx−1) ∼ β2 will be neglected. We also assumed that in our ferromagnetic thin film
the shape anisotropy dominates, that is, my > mz.
For acoustic field we consider a plane wave (SAW) with its coordinate system
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spanned by the propagating direction. The strain tensor has the form of
εAcoustic =




The coordinate transformation from the acoustic coordinate to the H-determined co-
ordinate is done as follows:
εHij = ε
Acoustic
pq api aqj (4.3)
where a is the rotational matrix: a =
 cosϕ sinϕ 0− sinϕ cosϕ 0
0 0 1
 and ϕ defines the angle
between the wave propagating direction and the applied field H direction. Here we
also neglect the strain terms of order of quadratic or higher since strain amplitudes
are assumed small enough, ε0ij << 1. Previously we have stated that the largest strain
term at the surface of the film is ε0xx which of the order 10
−3.
By using all the conditions stated above, we can numerically solve the time deriva-







tuting the equations (4.1) into the LLG, for which we show the solution for m = my,













2 = F0 εxx(t). (4.4)
It is worthwhile to note that the precessional frequency Ω2 = Ω20 + Ω
2
1 εxx(t) and the
damping parameter Γ = Γ0 + Γ1 εxx(t) are parametrically modulated by the acoustic
















M0 (1 + α2)




b2 (H +M0) sin 2ϕ.
(4.5)
Here we neglected the shear components of the strain εxy(t) and εxz(t) but introduced
an offset Γempirical which appears to be necessary to model the experimental data.
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Physically Γempirical counts for the effect of an inhomogeneous broadening from the
spatial variation of temperature along one TG period.
Equation 4.4 is rather complex: It contains parametric modulation, where the
damping and resonant frequencies are modulated by the strain component ε0ij . Sur-
prisingly, the parametric modulation of the magnetoelastic resonance at the SAW
frequency of ω together with the external acoustic driving force at the same fre-
quency is responsible for the generation of second order frequency conversion such as
second harmonic at 2ω or similarly sum frequency signal of the two underlying elastic
waves. Furthermore, equation 4.4 also contains nonlinear contributions, A0 εxxmm˙
and B0 ε˙xxm
2, which we see contain three units of time variation since all components
m, m˙, and εxx are time dependent at the same frequency ω. These terms represent a
true nonlinear effect and lead, perhaps unexpectedly, to generation of third harmon-




M0 (1 + α2)
b2, B0 =
γα sin 2ϕ
M0 (1 + α2)
b2 (4.6)
As we’ll show in the data, precessional responses at higher orders of wave mixing
are progressively smaller, and evidence for third harmonic effects are weak or absent.
In light of these observations, we neglect the nonlinear contributions to the calculation
and focus only on the parametric effects for the remainder of the discussion, resulting






+ (Ω20 + Ω
2
1εxx(t))m = F0 εxx(t) (4.7)
for the in-plane component m = My(t)/M0 of the time-dependent magnetization
vector
−→
M(t). We have further simplified equation 4.4 by neglecting the modulation of
the damping parameter and only look at the effects of the modulation of the resonant
frequency.





H +M0 − (3H + 2M0) cos2 φ
]
εxx(t) (4.8)




(H +M0) sin 2φ εxx(t) (4.9)
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are both proportional to the strain amplitude εxx(t). However, their ratio
Ω21
F0
∝ H +M0 − (3H + 2M0) cos
2 φ
(H +M0) sin 2φ
(4.10)
which determines the relative strength of parametric modulation to driving force, does
not depend on strain and can be adjusted by either changing the magnitude of the
applied field, H, and/or the orientation φ of the external magnetic field with respect
to TG wave vector.
4.3 Sample preparation
In this chapter, nickel films are deposited on two different dielectric substrates, MgO(001)
and glass, for investigations. Here engineering the elastic properties of the dielectric
substrate can be used to enhance or create different parametric responses.
For the first sample, we deposit a 40nm thickness nickel film on an MgO (001) sub-
strate by means of an electron-beam evaporation using a low deposition rate, 4 A˚ per
second, under a vacuum condition 10−7 Torr. The nickel film, grown on a crystalline
substrate, exhibits a polycrystalline property as well as a weak magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, in which XRD measurements indicate a portion of nickel film is (111) ori-
ented. The sample film has an easy axis in the (111) orientation of fcc crystalline and
suggests an out of plane component to the magnetization orientation. Note that the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the nickel film can contribute to the Faraday signal
at low applied field and vanishes when the field is larger than 75G, which is not yet
in resonance with the passing acoustic waves.
The preparation of the second sample follows the same procedure by depositing
a 40 nm nickel film but on an amorphous substrate, SiOx glass. The nickel film on
the glass exhibits a polycrystalline property as well. However the nearly random ori-
entation of in-plane magnetization shows no magnetocrystalline anisotropy from the
characterizations. It should be noted that, whether there has a weak magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy in the nickel film or not, it doesn’t effect the results of parametric
excitation of spin wave since the contributions of magnetocrystalline anisotropy are
relatively small compared to the effect of the acoustic strain.
4.4 Experimental techniques
The enabling feature of the present research is our simple optical technique that
is able to generate multiple elastic waves utilizing the all-optical ultrafast transient
grating (TG) technique [23], which facilitates the excitation and detection of multiple
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distinct elastic perturbations that propagate along the surface of a magnetic thin film.
In our recent reports, we have identified them as the Rayleigh Surface Acoustic Wave
(SAW) and the Surface Skimming Longitudinal Wave (SSLW), oscillating at distinct
frequencies ωSAW and ωSSLW. These acoustic transients interact simultaneously with
the magnetization precession in a nickel film. Varying the applied magnetic field and
underlying substrate material allows us to engineer the frequencies and relative elastic
excitation strength of the two waves, to experimentally observe sum and difference
frequency generation (SHG and DFG at ω± = ωSSLW±ωSAW, respectively) and second
harmonic generation (SHG, both for ωSHG = ωSAW +ωSAW and ωSHG = ωSSLW +ωSSLW).
In the TG geometry the sample is excited by two, spatially and temporally coinci-
dent optical pulses generating a spatially periodic, instantaneous excitation. Due to
thermoelastic mechanisms, large amplitude elastic waves propagate along the surface
of the film (as well as into the bulk of the film). A time delayed probe measures the
magnetization of the sample based on the rotation of the polarization of the trans-
mitted beam (Faraday configuration), and is sensitive to the out-of-plane component
of the magnetization as it precesses under the action of the elastic waves.
4.5 Results and discussion
In Fig. 4.2(b) and (c), we show a comparison between the observed experimental
results and the numerical solution of Eq. 4.7. The solution of the equation results
in a time, angle, and field - dependent time trace, which is subsequently Fourier
transformed and displayed as a spectral amplitude. In considering these two panels,
we note the exceptional similarity between the experimental data and the calculated
response, and in particular the appearance of harmonics of the underlying elastic
waves. In the simulation, the SAW and SSLW frequencies are a posteriori extracted
from the experimental data and the SSLW amplitude and decay time are calculated
by the Green’s function formalism [23]. The parametrically driven upconversion and
downconversion are the results of the simulation.
As an initial demonstration of magnetoelastic nonlinearities, we revisit the Ni/MgO
sample configuration we first described in Janusonis et al. [24]. On this substrate,
the TG excitation leads to a strong Rayleigh Surface Acoustic Wave (Rayleigh SAW)
and a barely - visible Surface Skimming Longitudinal Wave (SSLW, see e.g. [25]).
Fig. 4.2(a) shows the dependence of the magnetization precession amplitude (Fara-
day rotation, vertically offset) on the magnitude H of the in-plane applied external
magnetic field tilted by angle φ = 30◦ with respect to TG wave vector. The magnetic
field allows for tuning the thin - film precessional frequency. For ease of visualization,
the spectral amplitude of Fourier transforms of individual scans taken over the entire












































































Figure 4.2: (a) The time-resolved Faraday rotation for three representative applied
fields, exhibiting a range of magnetoelastic responses. (b) The Fourier spectra of
Faraday time traces vary strongly with the applied magnetic field, and show maxima
when resonant with the elastic driving fields (linear response) as well as at their sum
and difference frequencies. Magneto-elastic frequency mixing is observed at the second
harmonic frequency of the Rayleigh Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) and difference
frequency with a weaker Surface Skimming Longitudinal Wave (SSLW) wave, (c)
The numerical solution of the parametric oscillator equation (Eq. (4.7)) evidences the
same behavior. White solid line marks the FMR-frequency Ω0(H)/2pi, while vertical
dashed lines identify the time traces in (a).
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range of magnetic field are displayed in a 2D map as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Within
the range of magnetic field up to 1000 G, the precessional frequency can be tuned
to the underlying elastic frequencies (2.55 GHz for SAW and weakly at 4.35 GHz for
SSLW), their difference (1.8 GHz) and sum (6.9 GHz) frequencies as well as SAW
second harmonic frequency (5.10 GHz). The elastic frequencies are determined by
the underlying substrate material and are fixed once a TG period Λ is experimentally
selected and shown here for the case of Λ = 2.2 µm. For this combination of metal
and substrate, elastic amplitude of SAW is far larger than that of SSLW, resulting in
a large precession signal for the linear response at 2.55 GHz and its second harmonic
(5.10 GHz), and far weaker sum and difference frequency mixing signals with the
weak SSLW. We therefore consider this as a monochromatic elastic wave (SAW) with
a small additional contribution of the SSLW.
Figure 4.3(a) shows the dependence of the Fourier spectra in Fig. 4.2(b) on the
magnetic field at selected frequencies corresponding to the acoustic SAW, and SSLW,
as well as the parametrically driven responses of SSLW-SAW and SAW+SAW fre-
quencies. The strongest SAW signal displays a resonance at H = 250 G. As discussed
previously for this material heterostructure, the largest signal corresponds to the
SAW excitation which is well approximated by a Lorentzian line shape (dotted line
in the figure). In Fig. 4.3(b) we take a closer look at the dependence of SHG signal
(SAW+SAW) at 5.10 GHz as a function of the magnetic field, which displays two pro-
nounced maxima corresponding to the Ω0 = ω and Ω0 = 2ω, both in the experiment
and in the numerical simulation. Here ω denotes the frequency of surface acoustic
wave. In order to understand the physical origin of this dependence we have applied
first-order perturbation theory to Eq. (4.7) assuming εxx(t) to be a small parameter.
Assuming a monochromatic elastic driving force (SAW only) εxx(t) = εxx,0 exp(iωt)
we obtained the following analytical expression for the first-order perturbation cor-
rection oscillating at frequency 2ω:
m(2ω) ∝ 1
Ω20 − ω2 + i ω Γ0
Ω21
Ω20 − 4ω2 + i 2ω Γ0
, (4.11)
which represents a product of two Lorentzians L(ω) and L(2ω). Therefore, in analogy
to nonlinear optics [27] the spectral dependence of the second-order susceptibility
displays two resonances at frequencies ω and 2ω, respectively. However, whereas
in nonlinear optics SHG is caused by χ(2) - nonlinearities in the wave equation, in
magneto-elastics it originates from the joint action of the parametric modulation of
the FMR-frequency and periodic external driving, both at the same frequency ω.
The above analytic treatment neglects the second driving frequency at SSLW,
which is necessary to explain the sum and difference frequency wave mixing. In














































Figure 4.3: (a) Horizontal crossections of experimental (Fig. 4.2(b)) plots corre-
sponding to SAW and SSLW frequencies as well as their difference (SSLW-SAW) and
SAW second harmonic (SAW+SAW) frequencies. The dashed line shows the SAW
Lorentzian L(ω). (b) The strongest nonlinear mixing signal (SAW+SAW) is well
approximated by an analytical approximation (Eq. (4.11)); it displays two maxima
corresponding to the resonances Ω0 (H = 150 G) = ω and Ω0 (H = 520 G) = 2ω.
contrast to the long-lived SAW, the amplitude of SSLW rapidly decays on a time scale
of about 1-3 ns, depending on the elastic constants of the substrate, TG wavelength
and nickel thickness.
Engineering the elastic properties of the dielectric substrate can be used to en-
hance existing, or create additional, parametric responses. In contrast to the MgO
substrate, where the SAW excitation dominates, a similar nickel/glass structure dis-
plays markedly different behavior due to the strong contribution of the SSLW excita-
tion [25], providing additional opportunities to tune the nonlinear responsivity. As a
demonstration, we perform the same measurements on the Ni/glass structure with a
1.1 µm period, which results in a more efficient magneto-elastic frequency mixing as
shown in Fig. 4.4(a), the data replicated from Fig. 4.1. In addition to the linear SAW
and SSLW excitations, there now exists two responses at 7.8 GHz and 10.2 GHz which
we recognize as the precession response due to the sum frequencies of the underlying
elastic waves, SAW + SSLW and SSLW + SSLW (due to the particularities of the
elastic properties of the glass, SAW + SAW excitation overlaps nearly perfectly with
the linear SSLW response and is thus not evident). In addition to these sum frequen-
cies, the response on glass is marked by the appearance of precessional amplitude at
parametric resonances occurring at 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2 of the SAW frequency as indi-
cated in the figure. The data in Fig. 4.4(a) illustrate the effect for a magnetic field
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angle of φ = 7.5◦ (magnetic field nearly collinear to the TG wavevector), where para-
metric driving dominates. The results of the simulation are provided for comparison
in Fig. 4.4(b) and again excellent correspondence is seen between the two.
Finally, we aggregate the results of several grating periodicities (1.1, 1.7, 2.2, 3.3
and 4.4 µm) on the glass substrate [e.g. Fig. 3.13], all of which show sum frequency
generation, to show the scaling of precessional frequency as a function of grating
wavenumber. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4(d). The extracted velocities for the
two lower branches are 3000 ± 125 m/s and 5900 ± 110 m/s and in line with our
previous measurement and published data for the Rayleigh SAW and longitudinal
velocity in glass. For the two upper branches, we extract values of 8900±230 m/s and
11800±300 m/s which overlap, within errors, with the sum frequencies SAW + SSLW
and SSLW + SSLW. Velocity values are obtained by zero-intercept linear fits of the
dispersion curves, while the horizontal and vertical error bars on the data account for
the uncertainty in excitation grating period and frequency uncertainty due to the finite
measurement time, respectively. The dispersion relations should be understood in the
framework of elastic propagation and the resonant precession that they drive. While
the two lower branches represent both elastic velocity and precessional frequency, the
upper branches should only be associated with the precession of magnetization at the
sum frequencies of the underlying elastic waves.
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Figure 4.4: (a) On glass substrates, two strong elastic waves are generated (SAW and
SSLW) allowing the observation of sum frequencies at SAW+SSLW (7.8 GHz) and
SSLW+SSLW (10.2 GHz) in addition to the linearly activated precession at 2.7 GHz
and 5.1 GHz. Additionally, conventional parametric resonances at 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2
of SAW frequency are witnessed. The experimental data is replicated from Fig. 4.1.
Corresponding simulated result (b) shows excellent correspondence with (a). (c) The
attribution of these frequencies is unambiguously verified by the analysis of vertical
cross-sections for several values of magnetic field, providing an ±0.1 GHz error bar
for all frequencies. (d) Dispersion relations for several grating periodicities. The
resultant slope indicates the velocity of the excitation, which for the two lower modes,
correspond to the propagation velocity of the underlying elastic waves. For the sum
frequencies, the extracted ‘velocities’ indicate that higher precessional frequencies
always occur at sum of the lower elastic responses.
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4.6 Angular dependence of the parametric effects
and connection to magnonic band structure
It is clear from Eq. (4.10) that the parametric effects we witness should have a strong
angular response, having a functional form of a cotangent. This would suggests that
the amplitude of frequency mixing effects should be strongest at 0◦ and weakest at
90◦. We further understand that these effects are modified by the strength of the
magnetoelastic interaction, since this directly relates to the amplitude of magnetiza-
tion precession. Thus, while the parametric processes may be strongest at 0◦, the
fact that the magnetoelastically driven precession is zero contrives to give zero signal
for both linear and frequency mixing effects. This further suggests, however, that
at small angles the parametric effects should be present while at high angles they
should be absent. This is in fact the case. In comparing several angles show that
frequency mixing effects are reduced at higher angles, and particularly, features such
as the low frequency parametric down-conversion at half the SAW is always missing
at high angles (see Fig. 4.5). There are further unresolved aspects to this particular
data set, for example the non monotonic and field dependent response of the highest
lying frequency (SSLW + SSLW), but we note that the individual scaling of Fig. 4.5
precludes a visual assessment of this angular dependence.
As a further unresolved issue concerning the angular dependence of the frequency
mixing effects, we recall the discussion from the last chapter concerning the magnonic
bandstructure induced by the TG pump excitation. Within this framework, not
only were the mode profiles different in the two angular regimes, but also the entire
bandstructure varied as a function of applied magnetic field angle. This is aspect is
shown in Fig. 3.8. In particular, it is clear that at low magnetic field angles there
exists a dense network of modes extending from below the fundamental mode to far
up in energy above the fundamental mode, while in the high angle regime modes only
exist (far) above the fundamental.
We could speculate that several requirements must be met in order to observe
frequency mixing effects, namely, there must be (linear) precessional motion of ap-
preciable amplitude, and there must be parametric effects of appreciable amplitude.
Finally and perhaps most importantly, there must be a precessional mode that can
be driven. All of these requirements are present at low angles and thus this is where
they are observed most strongly. These aspects of the frequency mixing effects need
to be verified further.
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Figure 4.5: Logarithmic representation of the angular dependence of frequency mixing
effects for Λ = 1.1µm (replicated from Fig. 3.18). As the angle between magnetization
and wavevector increases, the resonant (high field) frequency mixing at SAW + SSLW
reduces in amplitude and is nearly invisible at high angles. This is also the case for the
parametrically downconverted SAW/2, which is peaked at low angles. Other features
at SSLW + SSLW have non-monotonic behaviour, peaking in the magnonic mode
mixing regime. The reason for this is unresolved. Note that each panel is individually
scaled in amplitude prohibiting a direct comparison between them.
4.7 Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the general feature of parametric excitation of
magnetization precession under the action of a driving elastic field. Under an applied
field, the particularities of the response can be tuned to accentuate or amplify ei-
ther the sum, difference, or parametric resonance frequencies. The range of responses
can be further selected by a careful choice of substrate material, which selects the
relative strengths of the active elastic waves. To corroborate our experimental re-
sults, we calculate the response of magnetization under the action of elastic waves
to arrive at the equation for a parametric oscillator. Numerical and analytical calcu-
lations find excellent qualitative agreement to the data. This initial demonstration
opens the door to more complex elastic wave [28] control over magnetization that
could herald the emergence of extremely broadband, widely tunable, control of mag-
netization precession, including magnetization reorientation, and elastic activation of
quantized magnonic modes. Furthermore, the presented methodology can be used
to investigate novel materials with unknown magneto-elastic properties. Thin films
of magnetic MAX-phases with negligible magneto-crystalline anisotropy and possibly
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high magneto-strictive coupling could be good candidates for future research [29].
4.8 Appendix: Analytical calculations for a series
of assumption
4.8.1 Perturbation theory for the nonlinear oscillator
For a simple case of the nonlinear harmonic oscillator, we consider the equation with






+ Ω2 x+ β x2 = Feiωt (4.12)
Within the framework of perturbation theory one can represent the solution as a
superposition of the linear response x`(t) and the non-linear correction xn`(t). The
solution of the linearized equation can be expressed as





Ω2 − ω2 + iωΓ .
The equation above gives rise to the following nonlinear correction:
xn`(t) = χ





In equation (4.14), χ(2)(2ω) is the generalized second-order nonlinear suscepti-
bility, having the product of two Lorentzians, L(ω) and L(2ω), centered at different
frequencies. The magnitude of χ(2)(2ω) could therefore be used to describe the second
harmonic generation (SHG) of electromagnetic waves specifically in nonlinear optics.
In analogy to the previous described example, the nonlinear equation of magneti-
zation dynamics can be easily generalized to the case of more complex terms appearing
in Eq. (4.4). To focus on the nonlinear contribution, we neglect the parametric con-
tribution with all the parameters of Ω1 and Γ1 and only consider the nonlinear terms.
The nonlinear equation has the form of
m¨+ Γ0 m˙+ Ω
2
0m+A0 εxx(t)mm˙+B0 ˙εxx(t)m
2 = F0 εxx(t). (4.16)
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Note that all those constants of Γ0, Ω
2
0, A0, B0 and F0 are time-independent except
the acoustic strain εxx(t) = εxx,0 e
iωt (in the case of SAW).
Solving the equation (4.16) stated above, the nonlinear correction of magnetization








Ω20 − 9ω2 + i 3ω Γ0
) (F0 εxx,0)2(
Ω20 − ω2 + i ω Γ
)2 ei 3ωt (4.17)
≡ χ(3)(3ω) (F0 εxx,0)2 ei 3ωt (4.18)
where we can define the the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the system as:
χ(3)(3ω) = − (iA0 ω +B0) εxx,0
3
L(3ω)L2(ω) (4.19)
The generation of the third-order nonlinearity modulated by the external strain
εxx(t) ∼ eiωt gives rise to the third harmonic generation (THG) at the frequency
3ω. It is also worthwhile to note that the nonlinear coefficients, A0 and B0, are
both proportional to the Gilbert damping of α suggesting that measuring the signal
amplitude of magneto-acoustic THG can quantify the parameter of Gilbert damping.
4.8.2 Perturbation theory for the parametric oscillator
The very same standard procedure can be applied to the linear externally driven
parametric parametric oscillator:




1 εxx(t)m = F0 εxx(t). (4.20)
The parametric correction can be obtained specifically at the doubled frequency 2ω:
m2ω(t) = − F0 εxx,0
Ω20 − ω2 + i ω Γ0
(





Ω20 − 4ω2 + i 2ω Γ0
ei 2ωt (4.21)
∝ 1
Ω20 − ω2 + i ω Γ0
Ω21
Ω20 − 4ω2 + i 2ω Γ0
. (4.22)
Note that the perturbation theory for the parametric oscillator is valid only for a small
parametric correction m2ω << m`. This requirement corresponds to the stable regime
of the parametric interaction. Our perturbation approach relies on the assumption
that the external driving force represents the main source of magnetization oscillation.
It is also worthwhile to explore a range of parameters (applied magnetic field H, angle
ϕ and acoustic frequencies ω), where parametric instability may occur.
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In this chapter, we approach magnetoelastic effects from a different point of view;
we do away with the TG excitation scheme that we have detailed in previous chap-
ters and rather study the magnetization dynamics in sub-micrometer sized magnetic
structures, again detailing how the spin waves resonantly interacts with elastic waves.
In this experimental realization, the elastic waves are generated by the inherent struc-
turing of the material and its response to uniform optical excitation. We discover a
number of interesting features related to elastic excitation of small magnetic struc-
tures, most interestingly the possibility of exciting localized spin wave modes in ferro-
magnetic nanostructures using surface acoustic waves. The optical pump pulse excites
both spin wave modes of the nanowires and acoustic modes of the wires/substrate
heterostructure, and we observe that when the frequencies of these coincide, the am-
plitude of magnetization dynamics are substantially enhanced due to magnetoelastic
coupling. Notably, by tuning the magnitude of an externally applied magnetic field,
optically excited surface acoustic waves can selectively excite either the upper or lower
branches of a splitting in the nanowire’s spin wave spectrum, which micromagnetic
simulations indicates to be caused by localization of spin waves in different parts of
the nanowire. Thus, our results indicate the feasibility of using acoustic waves to
selectively excite spatially confined spin waves, an approach that may find utility
in future magnonic devices where coherent structural deformations could be used as
coherent sources of propagating spin waves. Portions of this chapter appear in the
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above-mentioned manuscript and rely heavily on our colleagues at The University of
Sheffield for sample preparation and micromagnetic simulations.
5.1 Introduction
With CMOS technology reaching the end of its scaling potential [1] there is great
interest in developing novel technologies that will allow further growth in the power
and efficiency of computational hardware. Magnonic devices [2,3], in which informa-
tion is transported and processed via the propagation and interaction of spin waves,
are attractive candidates amongst these, since they can hypothetically perform com-
putations without transporting electrical charge, thus increasing energy efficiency.
Unfortunately, while propagating spin waves does not require current flow, their
excitation, which is typically achieved using optical pulses [4–8], the Oested field of
microwave strip-lines [9–11], or via spin torque effects [12–14], is more problematic.
Here, the former approach is limited by the difficulties of miniaturizing powerful laser
systems and optics, while the latter two cases inherently require current flow.
To address these limitations, methods of exciting spins waves using applied volt-
ages, rather than electric currents must to be developed. For example, Cherepov et
al. [15] have demonstrated spin wave generation and detection in an artificial multi-
ferroic cell where voltage contacts are used to create localized radio-frequency stresses
in a piezoelectric layer, which then excite spin waves in a coupled magnetic channel
via the inverse-magnetostrictive effect. Alternatively, to avoid the complex electrical
contacting required for local actuation of a multiferroic system, one may attempt to
use inverse-magnetostriction to couple spin waves to surface acoustic waves (SAWs).
SAWs have similar frequencies to spin waves at the micro- and nano-scale, and can be
excited by applying high frequency voltages to interdigitated transducers mounted to
the surface of suitable piezoelectric substrates. Furthermore, because SAWs exhibit
low propagation losses, one can envisage using a single transducer pair to coherently
and efficiently excite spin waves in a large number of channels simultaneously, in a
manner that would be beneficial for future magnonic technologies. Previous studies
have shown the feasibility of using SAWs to excite ferromagnetic resonance [16–23],
and to create sub-resonance dynamics [24–28] in thin films and nanostructures. How-
ever, the coupling of SAWs to the complex spin wave spectra of magnetic nanostruc-
tures has not yet been comprehensively explored, with only the work of Yahagi et
al. [29] making passing reference to the fact that localized resonant modes can be
excited in this way.
Here we use time-resolved, pump-probe optical magnetometry (i.e. time-resolved
Faraday rotation) to examine the coupling between surface acoustic waves and spin
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wave modes of an array of nickel nanowires. For particular experimental geometries




Large area arrays of rectangular profile nickel nanowires are fabricated on glass (N-
BK7) wafers using electron beam lithography, thermal evaporation, and lift-off pro-
cessing. Two types of array samples are prepared. One array characterized in this
study has widths of 250 nm, thicknesses of 40 nm, and periods of 500 nm; Another
has the same thicknesses, but larger widths of 500 nm and periods of 1000 nm. The
length of the wires are several millimeters and extend beyond the aperture of the
excitation and detection beams. A vector network analyzer ferromagnetic resonance
(VNA-FMR) is used to measure the saturation magnetization, Ms = 315 kA/m and
damping parameter, α = 0.04, of equivalently evaporated continuous thin films. We
note that these values are lower than would be expected for bulk nickel, perhaps
suggesting some degree of oxidation of the uncapped films. Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) data illustrating the geometry of the array are shown in Fig. 5.1(a) including
an inset linecut showing the uniformity of the final structures.
5.2.2 Optical measurement procedures
A schematic diagram illustrating the experimental geometry is presented in Fig. 5.1(b).
Excitation of the nanowire array is achieved by ∼ 100 fs optical pulses with wave-
length λpump = 400 nm directed at near-normal incidence onto the sample surface.
The nanowire’s magnetic response is characterized via the Faraday rotation of a time
delayed, linearly polarized probe beam (∼ 100 fs pulses, λprobe = 800 nm), directed
at normal incidence onto the sample surface. Analysis of the probe beam’s polariza-
tion using standard polarization bridge techniques as a function of time delay thus
allows elucidation of the nanowire’s magnetization dynamics. The diameter of the
pump beam is several hundred microns (fluence ∼ 5 mJ/cm2), with the probe beam
being fully contained within the pump, meaning that a large number of nanowires
are characterized simultaneously. The measurements are performed within the poles
of an electromagnet that can be continuously rotated around the sample normal to
vary ϕH , the angle between the applied field, H, and the array’s wavevector. For
the coarser period wires (w = 500 nm, 50 % duty cycle), we also perform transient
diffraction measurements to directly assess the structural dynamics, specifically the
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Figure 5.1: (a) Atomic Force Microscopy image of the nickel nanowire array. The
inset plot shows a line scan taken along the dashed white line. (b) Schematic diagram
indicate the setup of the pump-probe magnetometry measurements.
acoustic waves that are generated. The experimental scheme for diffraction measure-
ment is shown in Fig. 2.11. A similar measurement on the narrower wires (w = 250
nm, 50 % duty cycle) is not possible at the probe wavelength.
Regardless of the width of wires, the excitation processes and observed dynamics
are generally the same. Optical excitation of magnetic nanostructures can drive pre-
cessional dynamics whenever the equilibrium magnetization is not aligned along the
structure easy axis, for example when a magnetic field is applied. The mechanism by
which this precession is generated is the same as first shown by van Kampen et al. [32].
Additionally, elastic dynamics are generated by the spatially modulated absorption
of optical radiation. To the extent that Ni and glass have different absorption coeffi-
cients for the 400 nm pump beam, the spatial profile imparts a similar temperature
and stress profile, thus leading to excitation of elastic waves with the same periodicity
and phase as the spatial profile of the sample. In the elastics, these microstructures
behave similarly to the TG excitation scheme.
5.2.3 Micromagnetic simulations
For thinner wire diameters, we use simulations to understand the excitation spectrum.
Micromagnetic simulations of the nanowire’s magnetization dynamics are performed
using the Mumax3 software package [30]. We model a single 500 nm (width) x 1000
nm (length) section of the array and employ periodic boundary conditions in both
in-plane directions to emulate both the array’s periodicity and the long lengths of
the nanowires. A 5 x 5 x 5 nm3 mesh is used for all simulations. Values of Ms
and α are chosen to align the material properties of simulated nanowires with those
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measured via VNA-FMR from continuous films, while the exchange stiffness is set
to a standard value of Dex = 9 pJ/m. We neglect the effects of magnetocrystalline
anisotropy due the polycrystalline nature of the experimental samples. To simulate
the nanowire’s spin wave spectrum under given applied field conditions, we first initial-
ize the nanowire’s magnetization along a vector (Hx, Hy, Hz) = (1,1,0) before relaxing
it under the required values of H and φH . We then apply an abrupt 20Oe out-of-
plane field pulse in order to excite magnetization dynamics within the array, and
Fourier transform the resulting time domain data for Mz/Ms (i.e. the out-of-plane
component of magnetization) to obtain the nanowire’s frequency domain response.
The localization of spin waves modes are then examined by exciting the array with
frequency-matched, sinusoidally varying, out-of-plane applied fields with amplitudes
of 10Oe.
5.3 Results on 500nm wires
We begin with the discussion of the wider wires. The experimental geometry was
chosen for a very specific reason. Recall that in Chapter 3 we used the TG geometry
to excite Λ ≈ 1µm sinusoidal excitation. When we first performed those experiments
and rotated the angle of the magnetic field, we discovered an anomalous angular
dependence in the amplitude and precessional phase (we have since identified the
reason for this effect, as discussed in Ch. 3). However, at the time of the measurement
the variation in precessional phase with magnetic field angle was unexplained, and
we designed a proxy experiment in an attempt to identify if the precessional phase
was inherent to the TG geometry or was a general feature. The proxy experiment
is this wire measurement where the wire diameters and period closely resemble the
TG experiment and we specifically assess the amplitude and precessional phase of the
resonant magnetoelastic excitation as a function of magnetic field angle.
In Fig. 5.2 we shows typical scans taken on these wires. In Fig. 5.2(a - c) we
show the temporal evolution while in Fig. 5.2(d - f) the corresponding frequency
response. The general features of this measurement mimic those of the TG geometry
(our original intention), namely uniform optical excitation in this case generates two
types of elastic waves, which we have previously determined to be the Rayleigh Surface
Acoustic wave (SAW) and a higher frequency Surface Skimming Longitudinal Wave
(SSLW). We can now understand that the SSLW is in fact the same excitation as the
transverse breathing mode of the wires, i.e. the wire width breathing mode.
Furthermore, as we discussed previously, for these wider wires we can also mea-
sure transient diffraction to assess the acoustic dynamics. The outcome of all three
measurements are shown in Fig. 5.3 where we compare the acoustic and magnetic
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Figure 5.2: Magnetoelastic interactions in 500 nm 50 % duty cycle wires. In both
time domain (a - c) and frequency domain (d - f) the magnetization precession can
be driven resonantly by the underlying elastic waves. Similar to the case of TG, we
can generate both SAW and SSLW, the breathing modes of the wires.
responses. As clearly demonstrated in the frequency domain representation, the mag-
netic responses (taken at different applied fields as determined in Fig. 5.2) overlap
with the acoustic frequencies. From the magnetoelastic dynamics point of view, then,
this wire geometry behaves similarly to the TG experiment.
5.3.1 Magnetoelastic coupling in wide nickel wires
Having demonstrated these effects, we now ask, how the amplitude and precessional
phase behave as a function of magnetic field angle. We will compare the results on
these wires to the results shown in Chapter 3.
We characterize the magnetoelastic interaction in the nickel wires by using ultra-
fast laser excitation, and rotate the applied field direction around the sample normal
from 0◦ to 90◦. The magnetic signal amplitude, which are taken by the wire array
with 500nm periodicity, are displayed in Fig. 5.4. Note that the signal amplitudes
are obtained from the 1 GHz integration of the Fourier transform amplitudes of each
time trace at their respective resonance fields. The data exhibits a behavior similar
to sin 2φH (overlayed dashed line), which is in accordance with the magnetoelastic
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of acoustic and magnetic dynamics. (a, d) The acoustic
response is measured by time resolved diffraction from the wires array and show two
dominant acoustic frequencies which we identify at as the SAW and SSLW. (b, c, e,
f) The magnetic response taken at the resonant frequencies for the SAW and SSLW.








x εxx(t) sinϕ cosϕ
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.
While the field is applied either parallel or perpendicular to the wires, the sys-
tem shows uncoupling between acoustic fields and the magnetization. The coupling
strength reaches a maximum when the magnetic field angle φH at 45
◦.
The lack of suppression in the precessional amplitude at any particular angle
already indicates differences between these results and those detailed in Chapter 3
for uniform Ni films subject to TG excitation. This suggests that looking at the
precessional phase will not show any anomalies. In fact this is exactly the case. In
Fig. 5.5, we plot portions of the time evolution from Fig. 5.2 to demonstrate that the
phase is unchanged as a function of magnetic field angle.
Finally, owing to the extreme anisotropy in the shape of the Ni wires we expect
that the field at which the resonance occurs will shift strongly as a function of applied
magnetic field angle. In Fig. 5.6 we plot the frequency response of the SAW resonance
as a function of applied field for the three representative angles we have discussed,
along with linecuts and Lorentzian fits. It is clear already from Fig. 5.2, but made
explicit here in Fig. 5.6, that the field at which resonance occurs shifts to smaller
values as the angle is increased. In panel (g) this trend is shown explicitly. We
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understand this effect to be related to the spin wave energy as the equilibrium angle
of the magnetization rotates towards the easy axis of the structure. The very same
effect is evident in the FMR frequencies of anisotropic bodies.
It is clear from the measurements on these wires that both amplitude and phase
of precession behave as expected; namely, maximum at 45◦ and showing the same
precessional phase for all angles. While this outcome was expected, it sheds light
on the anomaly that we detailed in Chapter 3 that arises from the spatially near-
sinusoidal magnetization texture in the TG geometry and the localization effects
therein.
Figure 5.4: The data (red circles) show the normalized magnetization precession
amplitude as function of applied field angle. The grey dash curve represents the
strength of ideal magnetoelastic interaction, which behaves as sin(2φH).
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Figure 5.5: Portions of the time evolution of the magnetoelastic resonance condition
for SAW excitation. All three angles show the same precessional phase as can be seen
by following the horizontal lines. This is in marked contrast to the dynamics observed
on uniform films using the TG excitation.
Figure 5.6: (a - c) Resonance condition for SAW and spin wave mode in the w =
500nm wires along with line cuts (d - f). (g) shows the field at which the resonance
occurs reduces strongly as the equilibrium magnetic field configuration is aligned with
the easy axis of the wires.
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5.4 Selective excitation of bulk and edge spin waves
in 250nm wires
We now perform similar measurements on finer wires, in an effort to increase the
acoustic frequencies and thus increase the magnetic precessional frequencies. In doing
so we also visualize the resonant elastic excitation of localized spin wave modes in
these nanostructures, which appear at low angles of magnetic fields relative to the
grating wavevector.
Fig. 5.7 presents time and frequency domain experimental data for φH = 10
◦, 20◦,
and 30◦, along with micromagnetically simulated frequency domain data. The top
row of panels (a - c) show the background subtracted time-resolved Faraday signals
at these magnetic field angles, which are accompanied by their Fourier transforms in
(d - f). The time delay data exhibits complex oscillatory dynamics of the average
magnetic moment of the ensemble of Ni wires. In combination with the frequency
domain representation we can understand their salient features.
Two mechanism for inducing magnetization dynamics are activated when the
pump pulse excites the nanowire array. First, fast demagnetization processes sup-
press [31] the magnetic moment of individual wires, modifying the spatial distribution
of their demagnetizing fields, and thus reorienting the effective magnetic field relative
to the applied external field. This process is equivalent to that first demonstrated by
van Kampen et. al. [32], and results in the frequency domain data presenting a faint
trace of the nanowire’s full spin wave spectrum (Fig. 5.7(d - f)). This can be seen
most easily by comparing the experimental frequency domain data (Fig. 5.7(d - f))
with the simulation results in (Fig. 5.7(g - i)), which show the nanowire’s response to
a sharp perturbation of the effective field. This simulated response is also overlayed
onto the frequency domain data (red lines in Fig. 5.7(d - f)) and shows good quantita-
tive agreement with the experimental results for the displayed angles. We note that,
at high applied fields the nanowires’ spin wave spectrum shows two clear branches
for low angles of magnetic field, φH . As this angle increases, and the field aligns
more with the long axis of the wires, the splitting between between the two observed
resonance branches lessens until at 30◦ they become nearly indistinguishable.
The second effect of the pump pulse is the excitation of acoustic waves due to
the spatially varying optical absorption, and thus spatially varying thermomechanical
stress, of the nanowire; a process that is known to lead to excitation of Rayleigh
Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) and the individual ‘breathing’ modes of the wires (i.e.
both in-plane and out-of-plane dilation and compression of the wire width and height
respectively). Thus the elastic dynamics of these wire arrays behave similarly to
our previously discussed Ultrafast Transient Grating (TG) measurements on uniform
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Figure 5.7: (a - c) Time domain pump-probe magnetometry measurements of the 250
nm nickel nanowire array for φH = 10
◦, 20◦ and 30◦. (d - f) Equivalent frequency
domain measurements. Red dashed lines indicate the peak positions of the spin
wave spectrum as derived from the results of micromagnetic simulations. For φH =
10◦ the white line indicates the average intensity measured between the two dashed
white lines, which encompass the SAW excitation observed at f = 6 GHz. (g - i)
Micromagnetic simulations of the low-energy spin wave spectrum of the nanowire. At
low angles, a split spectrum elucidates spin wave amplitudes located in the bulk and
edge regions of the wires.
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magnetic films [33–36]. The generated acoustic modes are presented as faint horizontal
lines in the frequency domain data, and based on the periodicity of the wire array
and the acoustic velocity of the substrate and wire material, we attributed these
to be the Rayleigh SAW excitation at 6 GHz and the wire (width) breathing mode
at 11.25 GHz. The experimental frequency domain representation also shows clear
“hotspots”(similar to what was detailed in previous chapters) whenever an acoustic
mode crosses the nanowire’s spin wave spectrum, which we show explicitly for the
10◦ data as an overlayed linecut on the frequency domain data (Fig. 5.7(d)). We
understand this to be the resonant interaction between the underlying acoustic waves
and the wires’ magnetization under the correct applied field conditions. However,
distinct from the dynamics previously demonstrated in our TG measurements [33–36],
we draw attention specifically to the fact that in the case presented here (e.g. φH =
10◦) two clear hotspots are present at the SAW frequency, namely resonances at
∼ 1225Oe and ∼ 1850Oe. The nature of these distinct features is the primary focus
of this paper, and will be discussed in detail shortly.
The form of the nanowire’s frequency domain data can be understood further
by considering Fig. 5.8, which plots the simulated frequencies (Fig. 5.8(a)) of the
nanowire’s spin wave modes, as well as its global values (Fig. 5.8(b)) of Mx/Ms and
My/Ms as a function of applied field for φH = 10
◦. At large positive fields the array is
almost entirely saturated along field direction, and presents two well-separated modes,
the frequencies of which scale almost linearly with the applied field. The existence
of these two modes can also be seen clearly in Fig. 5.9(a), which presents a line cut
through the simulated frequency domain data at H = 1500Oe.
Micromagnetic simulations of the spatial distributions of each branch of the spin
wave spectrum are shown in Fig. 5.9(b), for a field of 1500Oe and driving frequencies
of 5.1 GHz and 6.9 GHz. The micromagnetic results are plotted for different time
points in a full oscillation period and show the localized nature of the excitations
for different precessional frequencies. For example, Fig. 5.9(b) demonstrates that the
lower frequency resonance is associated with spin wave amplitude localized at the
edges of the wire’s profile, while the higher frequency resonances are localized in the
centers of the individual wires. The existence of these distinct spatial distributions
of the spin waves is the result of non-uniformity of the demagnetizing field across
the width of the wire. This field strongly opposes the applied field at the nanowires’
edges, lowering the effective field about which the magnetisation precesses. This
decreases the resonant frequency of these regions compared to those in the middle of
the nanowires, which form the upper branch on the plot.
Looking again at Fig. 5.8(b), as the applied field is reduced towards ∼ 1000Oe, the
nanowires’s magnetisation remains closely aligned to the poling direction. However,
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Figure 5.8: (a) Peak positions of the nanowires’ spin wave spectrum for φH = 10
◦ as
derived from the results of micromagnetic simulations. (b) Corresponding Mx (black
circles) and My (red circles) components of the nanowire’s magnetisation as a function
of the applied field. The black arrows illustrate the average vector direction of the
nanowire’s magnetization.
substantial changes are observed in the frequency domain data, with the upper branch
of the spin wave spectrum progressively decreasing in intensity relative to the lower
branch, such that by H = 1000Oe the lower branch dominates (Fig. 5.9(a)). In this
applied field region the remaining lower branch continues to represent the dynamics
of spins at the edges of the nanowires (Fig. 5.9(c)).
At H = 500Oe the mode spectrum exhibits a local minimum in frequency as
the applied field becomes comparable to the demagnetizing field, thus minimizing
the effective field around which the magnetisation precesses. This also results in a
progressive reorientation of the nanowire’s magnetisation away from the nanowires’
hard axes towards their easy axes, and an expansion of the remaining mode from
the nanowires’ edges to the body of the nanowire (Fig. 5.9(d)). As the applied field
is further reduced to H = 0Oe the spin wave frequency increases again due to the
nanowires’ demagnetizing field becoming dominant over the applied field, resulting in
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a net increase of the effective field.
For applied fields in the range H = 0Oe to −500Oe the mode spectrum first
softens and then exhibits a discontinuity at H = −450Oe. These phenomena are
attributed to the applied field having developed a component along -y while the mag-
netisation retains a component along +y, due to the nanowires’ shape anisotropy
preventing its reorientation (the wires are initially poled in the positive M direction,
and so the ’flop’ transition occurs on the negative M side). The discontinuity in the
mode spectrum occurs as the magnetisation overcomes this energy barrier to align
along -y. We note that similar discontinuities can be observed in the experimental
data (Fig. 5.7 (a - c)), albeit at lower fields (H = −380Oe), due to thermal activa-
tion assisting the magnetisation reorientation in the experiments. For H < −500Oe
the mode spectrum is symmetric with that for equivalent positive fields, indicating
equivalent magnetisation dynamics are occurring.
The explanation above can also be applied to understand the variation of the fre-
quency domain data with φH shown in Fig. 5.7. First, as the field angle increases, all
spin wave modes and their elastic resonances shift to smaller applied fields, a general
feature associated with the shape anisotropy of the wires [37]. Furthermore, as φH
increases, decreased splitting is observed between the upper and lower branches of the
spin wave spectrum. This can be attributed to the nanowires’ magnetisation being
saturated at larger angles to their hard axes, thus reducing the strength of the de-
magnetizing field the edge spins experience. The same reduction of the demagnetizing
field also explains the reduced prominence of the frequency minima observed for low
applied fields as φH increased.
Having explained the physical origin of the nanowire’s spin wave spectrum we now
return our attention to its coupling to the acoustic excitations generated by the pump
pulse. Fig. 5.10(a) and (b) respectively present the negative applied field sections of
the time and frequency domain data measured for φH = 10
◦. Here, the visibility
of the coupling between the SAW and the spin waves in the frequency domain data
(Fig. 5.10(b)) has been enhanced by applying a two-dimensional Hamming window
to the time delay data (Fig. 5.10(a)) prior to the Fourier transform being performed.
Again, clear “hot spots” can be observed in the frequency domain data at the points
where the SAW mode crosses the previously delineated upper and lower branches of
the magnetization dynamics, and where the breathing mode crosses its upper branch
(our electromagnet prohibited measuring at fields where the breathing mode would
be expected to cross the lower branch). The enhancement of the amplitude of the
nanowires’ magnetisation dynamics at these points indicates that a resonant interac-
tion is occurring between elastic and magnetic dynamics. A further signature of this
can be seen in the time domain data of Fig. 5.10(a), where 180◦ phase shifts (a tilt in
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Figure 5.9: (a) Micromagnetically stimulated spin wave spectra forH = 500Oe (blue),
1000Oe (red) and 1500Oe (black) (φH = 10
◦). (b) Micromagnetically stimulated
images of the Mz component of magnetization for a complete period of oscillation at
f = 5.1GHz and f = 6.9GHz (H = 1500Oe, φH = 10
◦), corresponding to the lower
and upper branches of the spin wave spectrum respectively. (b) Equivalent images
for f = 4.2GHz, H = 1000Oe, φH = 10
◦. (c) Equivalent images for f = 3.4GHz,
H = 500Oe, φH = 10
◦.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Time domain data for φH = 10
◦ modified by a 2D Hamming window
applied in the region where the spin wave spectrum of the nanowire’s crosses the
SAW and breathing mode acoustic resonances. (b) Corresponding frequency domain
data. The frequencies of the SAW and breathing mode (B.M.) acoustic resonances
are indicated by dashed red lines. The white lines are guides for the eye and indicate
the frequencies of the upper and lower branches of the spin wave spectrum.
the excitation lobe) are observed as the field is swept through the points of resonance
between the SAW mode and spin wave dynamics.
The key result here is that, depending on the value of the applied magnetic field,
the SAW mode resonantly excites either branch the spin wave spectrum, which as we
have shown previously, were localized in different sections of the nanowire. Thus, our
measurements provide evidence of the feasibility of selectively exciting localized spin
wave modes by coupling them to acoustic waves.
As a final point, we now validate via further simulations the feasibility of acous-









+ 2B2 (xymxmy + xzmxmz + yzmymz)
(5.1)
Where Bi are the magnetoelastic coupling constants and ij are the components of
strain a magnet is subjected to. For an isotropic polycrystalline film B = B1 = B2 and
for a Rayleigh SAW propagating along the x-axis, yy = xy = yz = 0. For the case
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of a film thickness much smaller than the SAW wavelength it is further the case that
xx is the largest strain component [38], while the in-plane applied field ensures that
mx  mz. Hence, for our experimental geometry we arrive at EM.E. = B xx(x, t)m2x,
such that the magnetoelastic effects of the SAW were analogous to a spatially and
temporally varying uniaxial anisotropy oriented along the x-axis. We note that this
simple form of excitation was previously used by Weiler et al. to reproduce the
characteristics of SAW-induced FMR [18], giving us confidence in the validity of our
approach.
On the basis of the treatment above, we perform micromagnetic simulations
where the Ni nanowires were subjected to a spatial and temporally varying uniaxial
anisotropy profile of the form:
K1 = Bxx cos(2pix/λa) sin(2pifSAWt) (5.2)
where, λa is the nanowires’ repeat period (λa = 500nm), fSAW is the frequency
of the optically excited SAW, as measured from the experimental data (fSAW = 6
GHz), B ∼ 7.85MJ/m3 and xx ∼ 200 ppm [19]. The anisotropy axis is applied
along the x-axis of the array. The SAWs antinode are located in the centre of the
nanowires and in the centre of the gaps between them. Simulations are performed at
three applied fields: H = 1225Oe, 1850Oe, and 3000Oe, corresponding to situations
where the upper branch, lower branch, and neither branch of the spin spectrum are
in resonance with the SAW (φH = 10
◦).
Fig. 5.11(a) presents Mz/Ms (Mz is the measured quantity in the Faraday geom-
etry) vs time for each of the applied fields listed above. For the two cases where the
SAW is in resonance with the spin wave spectrum (H = 1225Oe & 1850Oe), strong
excitation of magnetisation dynamics is observed, whereas for H = 3000Oe where the
acoustic excitation is off resonance, only minor perturbations occurred. Correspond-
ing spatial resolved images of the magnetisation dynamics (Fig. 5.11(b) - (d)) confirm
that the localization of the spin wave modes is retained under acoustic excitation,
with the mode observed at H = 1225Oe localizing in the centre of the nanowire and
the mode at 1850Oe localizing at its edges. Together with the experimental data this
provides strong evidence that surface acoustic waves can be used to selectively excite
localized spin wave dynamics.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Plots of Mz/Ms vs time for micromagnetic simulations where the
nanowires’ magnetizations were excited by a SAW resonance at f = 6 GHz. Data is
shown for H = 1225Oe (red), 1850Oe (blue) and 3000Oe (black), which correspond
to the upper branch of the spectrum being in resonance with the SAW, the lower
branch being resonance, and neither branch being in resonance. (b) - (d) present
corresponding images of the Mz component of magnetization for a complete period
of the acoustic excitation.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have used the results of pump-probe time-resolved optical magne-
tometry to study the dynamics in lithographically patterned Ni nanowires. Optical
excitation generates narrowband acoustic waves throughout the body of wires, pro-
viding an efficient way to study magnetoelastic interactions in an artificial material
system. In order to examine the underlying acoustic waves, we characterize the tem-
poral evolution of the first-order diffraction of probe beam on the 500 nm wires. In
the first instance we demonstrated paradigmatic magnetoelastic interactions in wide
wires, and we compare these directly to the results of the TG geometry under similar
excitation conditions.
In the section 5.4, we then perform the same measurements on wires with width of
250 nm while maintaining the same 50% duty cycle. As the width of wires decrease,
one needs to consider distinct spatial distributions of the spin waves as the result of
non-uniformity of the demagnetizing field across the width of the wire. By carefully
changing the applied magnetic field, we can separately excite different type of spin
waves either localized in the body or in the edge of wires. Using micromagnetic
simulations, we demonstrated the feasibility of acoustically exciting localized spin
waves in a nickel nanowire. When saturated (nearly) perpendicular to the nanowires’
length, the nanowire’s spin wave spectrum split into two modes, respectively localized
in the body and at the edges of the nanowires. These modes are determined to be
selectively excited when the applied field is tuned so as to bring them into resonance
with a surface acoustic wave produced by the pump pulses’ interaction with the
nanowires’ spatially varying thermal absorption.
Our work paves the way for future devices in which surface acoustic waves can
be used to coherently excite spin waves in magnonic logic devices e.g. by selectively
exciting localized modes in nanowire end domains, which then in turn act as sources
for propagating spin waves. An important step in achieving this will be reproducing
our results (or similar) in devices where spin waves are excited by surface mounted
interdigitated transducers thus demonstrating a true device implementation of the
approach we propose.
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5
Summary
It is well-recognized in condensed matter physics that structural and magnetic proper-
ties are intimately connected; thus controlling structure has been a successful route to
controlling material properties. Extending the methodologies to high frequency modu-
lation provides a route to controlled, bidirectional modification to material properties,
expanding the range of material functionality and opening new possibilities for future
developments in fields as disparate as magnetic control, spintronics, and magnonics.
Ultrafast optical techniques provide one manner in which elastic and magnetic dy-
namics can be controlled in a material, since ultrafast pulses of light are known to
excite elastic deformations while also modifying the magnetic properties of the ma-
terial. Optically generated elastic waves can routinely achieve the frequency range
of GHz with wavelength ranges of a few micrometers, which interestingly overlaps
almost perfectly with similar wavelength spin waves.
Magnetoelasticity, the interaction of material elasticity and magnetization, is one
such example where both quasi-static and high frequency modulation of structure can
be used to excite the ground state magnetic order. In Chapter 2, we have described
our experimental approaches for magnetoelastic study. We generated and detected
surface elastic waves using the all-optical transient grating geometry, and then mon-
itored, in real time, the coupling between the elastic waves and magnetization. We
measured the elastic distortion using diffraction spectroscopy and the magnetization
precession by Faraday rotation spectroscopy. Our experiment provided for the appli-
cation of a magnetic field in the plane of the sample and we thus showed the field-
tuned resonant excitation of spin waves by the passing elastic waves. The all-optical
approach provided for a flexible excitation geometry whereby different elastic waves
can be generated in a magnetic thin film and their wavelength and frequency easily
assessed in the regime of several GHz without needing any structural fabrication.
Our initial analytical model for the magnetoelastically excitation of spin waves as-
sumed the magnetic landscape was uniform. Strong coupling of magnetoelasticity by
applying a transient grating excitation predicted a maximum precessional amplitude
when the magnetic field was oriented with the angle of 45◦ relative to the modulation
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period. However, this model couldn’t accurately represent the physics presented in
our experimental findings. In Chapter 3, we extended our understanding beyond the
uniform magnetization profile to a scenario where the elastic waves interacted with
a modulated magnetic landscape. We termed this modulated magnetic landscape a
“transient magnonic crystal” since the mode distributions and localization effects we
discovered aligned well with work in the field of magnonic devices. In the broader field
of magnonics, fabrication techniques were utilized to laterally modulate the magnetic
landscape either by using different materials or by lithographic techniques.
In our work, we have explored the emergence of a transient magnonic crystal after
the impulsive excitation of TG and the phase-locked elastic wave capable of preferen-
tially driving precessional motion in different regions of the material. The signature
of these dynamics was the modification in precessional phase for different orienta-
tions of the applied magnetic field relative to the MC wavevector and its associated
strong suppression in precessional amplitude at a specific angle. Associated with
these findings we have calculated the spin wave mode distributions in a transversely
modulated magnetization profile using both Plane Wave Method and Micromagnetic
Simulation. Connecting the experiments and calculations provided a view onto the
spatial distributions and localization effects of spin waves in laterally modulated, and
optically addressable, magnetic landscape. One of the key aspects of this experiment
is that we described precessional dynamics that occurred at the same frequency as
the underlying elastic waves, a so-considered linear process.
In the following chapter, Ch4, we described frequency mixing effects in the mag-
netoelastic interaction, where the excited precessional dynamics appeared not only
at the underlying elastic frequencies but also at higher and lower frequencies that
were multiples of the underlying elastic waves. In this chapter, we have demonstrated
the first instance of elastically driven ferromagnetic oscillator, which exhibited sum
and difference frequency conversion over a wide range of frequencies. The magnetiza-
tion precession was driven by two narrowband elastic waves generated by using the
transient grating geometry. The frequencies of the driving forces were fixed by the
underlying elastic waves (SAW and SSLW), which were measured simultaneously with
the magnetic response. The important distinction we found in our work is that the
dominant responses that lead to frequency mixing were provided by the parametric
modulation of a driven linear oscillator, rather than higher terms in a nonlinear ex-
pansion of a harmonic oscillator. Parametric modulation in our case occurred because
the resonant precessional frequency depended on the harmonically varying strain ap-
plied to the magnetic moment. We were led to this finding by the observation of
downconverted precessional motion at the half-frequency of the underlying elastic
wave, a feature that would not be present in the classical treatment of a nonlinear
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harmonic oscillator. Our findings were supported by full calculations of a linearly
driven parametric oscillator which showed that all magneto-elastic ’hotspots’ can be
incorporated into this model.
While the considerable efforts have been devoted to the TG-induced magnetization
dynamics, in Chapter 5 we approached magnetoelastic effects from a different point of
view: the study of magnetoelastic dynamics in Ni nanowires. We have demonstrated
the optical excitation of both spin wave modes and acoustic modes in the wires. The
resonant coupling occurred when the frequencies of these two modes coincided due
to the magnetoelastic interaction. For a small deviation angle, we found a selective
excitation of edge or body SW modes that strongly depend on the magnitude of
applied magnetic field. We provided a comprehensive analysis by comparing the
results of Micromagnetic simulations with the experimental data.
Having summarized the main results presented in the thesis, we would like to have
a quick overview of possible applications related to our findings. In the first part of
thesis, we emphasized that the ability to optically generate a transient magnetic land-
scape, and control the spatial regions where localized magnetic ground states reside,
could impact a wide range of optomagnonics research which currently utilizes artifi-
cially textured materials. Considering the modern computing technique, the model of
a parametric magnetoelastic oscillator may provide an effective way to a fabricate a
high-speed magneto-photonic device which can carry specific remote spin information
on an elastic wave in the future spintronic application. Finally, the unique ability for
elastic waves to couple to and resonantly drive spatially confined spin waves could lead
to new ways with which to actuate magnetic dynamics in a spatially selective man-
ner and may find the utility in future magnonic paradigms where coherent structural
deformations could be used as sources of propagating spin waves.

Samenvatting
Het is welbekend in de vastestoffysica dat structurele en magnetische eigenschappen
nauw verbonden zijn; het beheersen van de structuur is een goede route geweest naar
het beheersen van de magnetische eigenschappen. Uitbreiding van methodologieen
naar hoogfrequente modulatie biedt een route naar gecontroleerde, bi-directionele
modificatie van materiaal eigenschappen, uitbreiding van het scala aan materiaal
functionaliteit en het openen van nieuwe mogelijkheden van toekomstige ontwikke-
lingen in gebieden zo verschillend als magnetische controle, spintronica en magnon-
ica. Ultrasnelle optische technieken bieden een manier waarop elastische en mag-
netische dynamica kan worden gecontroleerd in een materiaal, omdat het bekend is
dat ultrasnelle lichtpulsen elastische vervorming kunnen bewerkstelligen, terwijl ze
ook de magnetische eigenschappen van het materiaal kunnen veranderen. Optisch
gegenereerde elastische golven kunnen eenvoudig de GHz frequentieband bereiken,
met een golflengtes van een paar micrometer, wat interessant genoeg bijna perfect
overlapt met spingolven van dezelfde golflengte.
Magneto-elasticiteit, de interactie van elasticiteit en magnetisatie in materialen, is
een van de voorbeelden, waarbij zowel een quasi-statische als een hoogfrequente modu-
latie van structuur, de grondtoestand van de magnetische ordening kunnen exciteren.
In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we onze experimentele aanpak voor de magneto-elastische
studie beschreven. We hebben oppervlakte elastisch golven gemaakt en gedetecteerd
met behulp van de volledig-optische, tijdelijke tralie (‘transient grating’) geometrie, en
vervolgens, in real time, de koppeling tussen de elastische golven en de magnetisatie
gevolgd. We maten de elastische vervorming met diffractie spectroscopie en de mag-
netische precessie met Faraday rotatie spectroscopie. Ons experiment was voorzien
van een magnetisch veld in het vlak van het sample, en we lieten zo de, door het
veld getunede, resonantie excitatie zien van de spingolven door de passerende elastis-
che golven. De volledig-optische aanpak zorgde voor een flexibele excitatie geometrie,
waarbij verschillende elastische golven kunnen worden gegenereerd in een magnetische
dunne film en waarbij frequenties en golflengtes eenvoudig kunnen worden gebruikt
in het regime van een paar GHz, zonder dat het sample daarbij structureel hoeft te
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worden gemodificeerd.
Ons eerste analytische model van de magneto-elastische excitatie van spingolven,
nam aan dat het magnetische landschap uniform was. Sterke koppeling van magneto-
elasticiteit door het gebruiken van een tijdelijke tralie excitatie, voorspelde een max-
imale precessie amplitude als het magnetische veld een hoek van 45◦ heeft met de
modulatie periode. Echter, dit model kon niet nauwkeurig genoeg de waargenomen
bevindingen weergeven. In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we het model uitgebreid tot een sce-
nario waarbij de magnetische golven interacteren met een gemoduleerd magnetisch
landschap. We gaven dit gemoduleerde magnetisch landschap de naam van “ti-
jdelijk magnonisch kristal”, omdat de mode distributies en lokalisatie effecten mooi
overeenkomen met werk uit het veld van magnonische devices. In het bredere veld
van de magnonica worden fabricagetechnieken gebruikt om het magnetische land-
schap lateraal te moduleren, zoals het gebruik van verschillende materialen of door
lithografische technieken.
In ons werk hebben we het ontstaan bekeken van een tijdelijk magnonisch kristal na
excitatie met een tijdelijke tralie en daarmee de fase-vergrendelde elastische golf, die
in verschillende plaatsen in het materiaal specifieke precessiebewegingen kan aandri-
jven. De signatuur van deze dynamica was de verandering in de fase van de precessie
voor verschillende orientaties van het aangelegde magnetische veld ten opzichte van
de golfvector van het magnonische kristal en de bijbehorende sterke onderdrukking
van de amplitude van de precessie onder een specifieke hoek. Met deze bevindin-
gen hebben we de mode distributies van spingolven in een transversaal gemoduleerd
magnetisch profiel uitgerekend, met zowel de Vlakke Golf Methode als met Micro-
magnetisch Simulaties. De experimenten samen met de berekeningen boden een blik
op de ruimtelijke verdelingen en de lokalisatie effecten van spingolven in een lateraal
gemoduleerd en optisch toegankelijk magnetisch landschap. Een van de belangrijkste
aspecten van dit experiment is dat we de dynamica van precessies beschreven, die
dezelfde frequenties hadden als de onderliggende elastische golven; zo beschouwd een
lineair proces.
In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we frequentie mengingseffecten beschreven in de magneto-
elastische interactie, waarbij de precessie dynamica niet alleen plaatsvond op de
onderliggende elastische frequenties, maar ook op hogere en lagere frequenties die
veelvouden waren van de onderliggende elastische golven. In dit hoofdstuk hebben we
het eerste geval aangetoond van een elastisch aangedreven ferromagnetische oscillator,
die som- en verschilfrequentie conversies kent over een groot bereik van frequenties.
De magnetische precessie werd aangedreven door twee nauwbandige elastische golven
die gemaakt werden met de tijdelijke tralie geometrie. De frequenties van de drijvende
krachten zijn gefixeerd door de onderliggende elastische golven (SAW en SSLW), die
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gelijktijdig werden gemeten met de magnetische respons. Het belangrijke verschil
dat we vonden in ons werk, is dat de belangrijkste responsen, die leiden tot frequen-
tiemenging, verschaft werden door de parametrische modulatie van een aangedreven
lineaire oscillator en niet zozeer door hogere termen in een niet-lineaire expansie van
een harmonische oscillator. Parametrische modulatie gebeurde in ons geval omdat de
resonante precessie frequentie afhing van de, harmonisch varierende, spanning die was
toegepast op het magnetische moment. We kwamen tot dit inzicht door de waarne-
ming van een omlaag converteerde precessie beweging op de halve frequentie van de
onderliggende elastische golf; dit is iets wat niet voorkomt in de klassieke behandeling
van een niet-lineaire oscillator. Onze bevindingen werden ondersteund door volledige
berekeningen van een lineair aangedreven parametrische oscillator, die lieten zien dat
alle magneto-elastische ‘hotspots’ een plaatsje kunnen vinden in dit model.
Hoewel de meeste aandacht werd geschonken aan de met tijdelijke tralies verkregen
magnetisatie dynamica, bekijken we in Hoofdstuk 5 magneto-elastische effecten op een
andere manier: een studie van magneto-elastische dynamica in nikkel nanodraden. We
hebben de optische excitatie aangetoond van zowel spingolf-modi, als van akoestische
modi in de draden. De resonante koppeling gebeurde als de frequenties van deze twee
modi samenvielen door de magneto-elastische interactie. Voor kleine hoeken vonden
we een selectieve excitatie van rand of bulk SW modi, dat sterk afhing van de sterkte
van het toegepaste magnetische veld. We hebben hiervan een uitgebreide analyse
gemaakt, door de resultaten van Micromagnetische Simulaties te vergelijken met de
experimentele data.
Na de belangrijkste resultaten van dit proefschrift te hebben samengevat, zouden
we graag een kort overzicht willen geven van mogelijke toepassingen, die gerelateerd
zijn aan onze bevindingen. In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift hebben we nadruk
gelegd op het feit dat het optisch kunnen maken van een tijdelijk magnetisch land-
schap, en de ruimtelijke plaatsen kunnen controleren waar de gelokaliseerde mag-
netische grondtoestanden zich bevinden, van invloed kan zijn op een breed scala
van opto-magnonische research, die nu nog gebruik maken van kunstmatig gestruc-
tureerde materialen. Gezien de moderne computer techniek zou het model van een
parametrische magneto-elastische oscillator een effectieve manier kunnen zijn om een
hoge-snelheid magneto-optisch device te kunnen maken, waarbij, in toekomstige spin-
tronische toepassingen, een elastische golf specifieke spin informatie van veraf kan
dragen. Als laatste hebben elastische golven de unieke mogelijk om te kunnen koppe-
len met ruimtelijk begrensde spingolven en die resonant aan te kunnen drijven. Dit
kan tot nieuwe wegen leiden om magnetische precessie aan te sturen op een ruimtelijk
selectieve manier en kan van nut zijn in toekomstige magnonische paradigma’s waarin
coherente structurele deformaties gebruikt kunnen worden om spingolven te geleiden.
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